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At Imperial Health Charity we help
our hospitals do more through grants,
arts, volunteering and fundraising.
For the benefit of patients and NHS
staff, we fund major redevelopments,
research and medical equipment at
five London hospitals - Charing Cross,
Hammersmith, Queen Charlotte’s &
Chelsea, St Mary’s and the Western
Eye - as well as helping patients and
their families at times of extreme
financial difficulty.
Supporting the arts in healthcare, we
manage an Arts Council accredited
hospital art collection and run an arts
engagement programme.
We also manage volunteering across
all five hospitals, adding value to the
work of staff and helping to improve
the hospital experience for patients.
Fundraising through major appeals
and community events enables us to
continue our important work.
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A message from our CEO
During the year, more than £3 million raised
by our emergency fundraising appeal was
committed to support a combination of
urgent crisis response activities and longterm recovery and improvement initiatives.
The beneficiaries of these efforts have
been the most vulnerable patients and
their families, who have faced the most
unimaginably distressing experiences during
this pandemic, and our tireless hospital staff
whose compassionate instinct to keep caring
will be the abiding memory of this time.

This has been an incredibly challenging year
for the NHS – perhaps the toughest it has
ever faced. The onset of the global pandemic
has led to intense pressure on hospital
services over the last 12 months, extremes
which seemed unimaginable at
the beginning of the year.
The staff and patients at Imperial College
Healthcare NHS Trust have found themselves
in the eye of the storm. Across its five north
west London hospitals, the Trust cared for
over 5,000 patients with Covid-19 during
2020/21 and, despite the most extraordinarily
difficult circumstances, helped the vast
majority of those patients recover and return
home. Our thoughts remain with all those
who have suffered the pain of losing loved
ones to this terrible virus - in particular, the
families and friends of staff working at the
Trust's hospitals who sadly lost their lives in
service to their community.
Throughout this momentous year, we at
Imperial Health Charity have occupied a
unique position to make a real difference at
a time of national crisis and I’m extremely
proud of the vital supporting role that we’ve
played. As the Trust’s dedicated charity, we
made radical changes to our normal ways
of working so that we could translate the
remarkable outpouring of public generosity
and goodwill into essential emergency
support when it was needed most.
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WELCOME

We are indebted of course to the thousands
of generous donors and fundraisers who
put others before themselves at a time of
great uncertainty to support this vital work,
and we also benefited from a portion of the
funds raised nationally by NHS Charities
Together in response to the pandemic. In all
my years working in the charity sector, I’ve
never known such a response to a fundraising
appeal and I’m incredibly grateful to
everyone who dug deep to help us raise vital
funds. I would also like to pay tribute to the
remarkable team of volunteers who stepped
forward to help us deliver our emergency
response operation. More than 580 volunteers
helped our hospitals over the course of the
year – delivering urgent supplies to front-line
staff and countless other important tasks.
Theirs was a truly herculean contribution and
I’m thankful to each and every volunteer who
donated their time to help us this year.

“Throughout this
momentous year, we
have found ourselves
in a unique position to
make a real difference to
thousands of people at
a time of national
crisis.”

“As we head into the
final year of our
organisational strategy,
we stand ready to help
our hospitals do more as
they continue to recover
from the impact of the
pandemic.”

Like thousands of charities across the
country, we had to adapt rapidly in order
to continue providing effective support for
our beneficiaries under the unprecedented
conditions of lockdown. The majority of our
staff were asked to work remotely during the
year, with satellite teams based at hospital
offices to co-ordinate volunteering activities.
Despite this upheaval of routine, I’m grateful
to all our staff for their willingness, good
humour and unwavering commitment to the
cause.
As we head into the final year of our
organisational strategy, the climate for
fundraising has changed dramatically and we
are in no doubt that conditions will continue
to be challenging over the next 12 months
and beyond. However, the charity remains
in a stable financial position and we stand
ready to help our hospitals do more as they
continue to recoverfrom the impact of the
pandemic.

Ian Lush OBE
Chief Executive, Imperial Health Charity
ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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Our partner NHS trust

Imperial College Healthcare is one of the
largest NHS trusts in the country, with 14,500
staff across north west London. During the
year the Trust provided acute and specialist
healthcare for over 1 million people.
With a reputation for excellence in research
and education, the Trust’s five hospitals
– Charing Cross, Hammersmith, Queen
Charlotte’s & Chelsea, St Mary’s and the
Western Eye – influence clinical practice
nationally and around the world.
In addition, the Trust is increasingly providing
services in community facilities and in
partnership with GPs, mental health and
social care organisations.

Together with Imperial College London,
Chelsea and Westminster NHS Foundation
Trust, and The Royal Marsden NHS
Foundation Trust, it forms the Imperial
College Academic Health Science Centre
– one of eight academic health science
centres in the UK. This close working
partnership ensures that cutting-edge
research can be translated quickly into better
patient care and excellence in education.
The Trust’s five hospitals specialise in a
number of different areas:
Charing Cross Hospital provides a range of
acute and specialist services, including cancer
care and a 24/7 accident and emergency
department. It also hosts the hyper-acute
stroke unit for the region and is a growing
hub for integrated care in partnership with
local GPs and community providers.

Second
wave
peak

First
wave
peak

5,593

patients with Covid-19 cared for
at the Trust's hospitals

492

highest number of inpatients with
Covid-19 treated in a single day

33,500

vaccine doses administered to
NHS staff, colleagues and patients

1,000

members of staff redeployed to
carry out emergency roles

Hammersmith Hospital is renowned for its
strong research connections. It offers a range
of services, including renal, haematology,
cancer and cardiology care, and is home to
the region’s specialist heart attack centre.
Queen Charlotte’s & Chelsea Hospital is
a maternity, women’s and neonatal care
hospital, also with strong research links. It has
a midwife-led birth centre as well as specialist
services for complicated pregnancies, fetal
and neonatal care.
St Mary’s Hospital is the major acute hospital
for north west London as well as a maternity
centre with consultant and midwife-led
services. It provides care across a wide range
of specialties and runs one of four major
trauma centres in London, in addition to its
24/7 A&E department.
The Western Eye Hospital is a specialist eye
hospital with a specialist A&E department.
The Trust’s mission is to serve as a key partner
in our local health system, drive innovation
in healthcare and deliver outstanding care,
education and research with local, national
and global impact. As the Trust’s dedicated
charity, our role is to support and enhance
this important work for the benefit of
patients and NHS staff.
At the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic,
Imperial College Healthcare was among
the busiest NHS trusts in England, treating
5,593 patients between 10 March 2020 and 31
March 2021. Responding to this extraordinary
challenge required a dramatic reorganisation
of the Trust’s services and staff. Within a
few weeks at the beginning of the year, the
Trust doubled its intensive care bed capacity,
redeployed 1,000 staff members to new roles
and facilitated remote working for many of
those not on the front line.
Later in the year, the Trust implemented
a major vaccination programme with
33,500 vaccine doses administered to staff,
healthcare colleagues and patients by the
end of March 2021.

Patients discharged from the Trust's hospitals after being treated for Covid-19
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OUR PARTNER NHS TRUST

From 10 March 2020 to 31 March 2021, the
Trust helped 4,708 patients recover after
being treated for Covid-19. Sadly, 754 patients
died of Covid-19 at the Trust’s hospitals during
this time.

ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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What we do

1st

As the dedicated NHS charity for Imperial College Healthcare, we help our hospitals do more
through grants, arts, volunteering and fundraising. Our activities support hard-working hospital
staff while improving the care that patients receive – above and beyond what the Trust can
achieve with NHS funding alone. We deliver supportive programmes that enhance the overall
hospital experience for staff and patients as well as awarding funding for healthcare projects –
large and small - that enable the Trust to provide an even better service.
Caption

recognised as
winners in the
Mayor of London's
Volunteering
Awards

Caption

Grants

Arts

Caption

Fundraising
Through our grants programme, we fund a
range of projects and initiatives to improve
patient care and hospital experience,
support the wellbeing and professional
development of NHS staff and enable
innovation across the Trust’s five hospitals
and wider community.
We fund major refurbishments to hospital
buildings and facilities, invest in new and
exciting research, and provide additional
medical equipment as well as helping
patients and their families at times of
extreme financial difficulty.
Our support goes above and beyond what
the NHS can achieve on its own – helping
our hospitals provide outstanding care
365 days a year.

£6.59m
awarded in
grants in
2020/21

We believe that art and creativity are
key to our health and wellbeing and can
enhance the hospital experience for
patients, family members and other visitors
as well as contributing to a better working
environment for NHS staff.
Through a comprehensive arts
engagement programme
and an Arts Council
accredited collection of
more than 2,000 artworks,
we help to brighten hospital
wards, hallways and waiting
areas, and deliver uplifting
creative activities in clinical
settings.

We generate our fundraised income through
an increasingly diverse range of activities,
including legacies, philanthropy, community
events, corporate partnerships and
individual giving.

2,000+
artworks in
our museum
accredited
collection

Throughout the year we organise
installations, run exhibitions and deliver
dozens of arts activities for patients at
the bedside as well as offering free entry
to some of London’s top museums and
galleries to hospital workers through our
Staff Arts Club.

•

Our fundraising activities enable us to
continue helping our hospitals do more and
we are indebted to our many supporters for
their generosity and goodwill.

Caption

Volunteering

To ensure all our fundraising activities
conform to nationally recognised standards,
we are registered with the Fundraising
Regulator and follow its code of practice.

Volunteers play an essential role in helping
our hospitals do more for patients and their
loved ones.
Pointing visitors in the right direction,
assisting NHS staff or simply offering an ear
to listen, volunteers are a helping hand to
everyone who passes through our hospitals.
Since taking over the management of
volunteering at our hospitals in 2016, we’ve
significantly increased volunteer numbers,
created a range of dynamic new roles and
developed our infrastructure to provide a
high-quality experience for our volunteers
and the NHS staff they work with.
In recognition of our high standards
of volunteer management, we
were awarded the highly-regarded
Investing in Volunteers status
in 2019 and were recognised for
our Covid-19 response in the
Mayor of London’s Volunteering
Awards in 2020.

100+
individual
fundraisers
supported us
in 2020/21

Our strategy
Objective 1
We share Imperial College Healthcare’s
commitment to ‘better health, for life’ and
strive to help our hospitals provide the best
possible care by driving forward initiatives
that improve the hospital experience for
patients, enhance the wellbeing of NHS staff
and enable innovation.
To help us deliver these goals, we have set out
an ambitious three-year strategy (2019-22). By
the end of this period, we will have enhanced
our role as a key enabler of improvement and
transformation in health and care for London.
During this period, we will:
• improve patient experience and help 		
to deliver true patient-centred care
• develop the careers and enhance the 		
wellbeing of Trust staff
• enable innovation in health and care 		
within the Trust and the wider health 		
system.
We are working to achieve these
objectives through our grants, arts,
volunteering and fundraising programmes,
and have identified four key ‘enabler’ factors
to help us deliver the strategy:
• income generation through our 			
fundraising activities and
investments
• raising our profile within the 			
hospitals and wider community
• evaluating and celebrating the
impact of our work
• developing and supporting our staff 		
team.
Through this strategy, we are putting people
at the centre of everything we do. With
patients at the forefront, we are increasing
our efforts to improve the experience of care
for everyone who visits our hospitals, which
we believe leads to better outcomes for their
health and wellbeing. We are also continuing
to invest in clinical innovation, equipment
10
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Objective 2

Objective 3

and research that will improve the care that
patients receive, while focusing on how
we champion our NHS staff through new
professional development opportunities.
Lastly, we are working beyond our hospitals
by supporting and collaborating with the
Trust, with NHS charities nationally and with
other public, private and voluntary sector
partners to make a real difference to health
and care on a bigger scale.
Adapting our strategy in response to
Covid-19

Improve patient
experience and help
to deliver true
patient-centred care

Develop the careers
and enhance the
wellbeing of
Trust staff

Enable innovation in
health and care within
the Trust and the wider
health system

Despite the disruption caused by Covid-19,
our three-year strategy remains robust and
overall progress towards delivering our key
objectives has continued during the year.
The increased profile of NHS charities as a
result of national fundraising campaigns and
an outpouring of generosity and support
for NHS staff in response to the pandemic
enabled us to continue raising funds and
exceed our income target for the year.
Meanwhile, the prominent, visible roles
carried out by volunteers within the Trust's
hospitals helped to raise awareness of our
work - particularly among members of NHS
staff - at a time when events and other inperson activities were suspended.
However, a number of areas of work outlined
in the strategy were not able to move forward
as originally planned in 2020/21 - largely due
to the limitations on programmes of activity
taking place within clinical settings across
the Trust's hospitals. This included several
ward-based volunteering roles and a range of
arts engagement activities for patients at the
bedside. Where possible, these activities were
repurposed to take place online, delayed to
be delivered later in the year or otherwise
postponed to be carried forward during
2021/2022.
The year was also a challenging one for our
own staff as we adapted to a mix of remote
and site-based working. A range of wellbeing
support was provided to help our staff adjust
to new and unexpected ways of working.

Enabler 1

Manage
our financial
resources
and income
streams to
fulfil our
ambitions

Enabler 2

Enabler 3

Increase
our profile
within and
beyond the
Trust’s
hospitals

Evaluate
and celebrate
the impact
of our work

Enabler 4

Develop
our staff to
succeed in
and beyond
their roles

ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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Review of activities

Fundraising report

As restrictions ease during 2021/22, we hope
to maintain a balance between virtual and inperson fundraising activity.
Beyond our Covid-19 response, we raised
over £2m to support our other charitable
activities. Donations and funds raised
were used to support over 150 different
wards, departments and projects across
our hospitals, including significant gifts to
support the redevelopment of the Acute
Imaging Centre at St Mary’s Hospital,
the refurbishment of family spaces at
Hammersmith Hospital’s Critical Care Unit,
and an art therapy programme for children in
the care of the Trust's paediatrics service.

Summary
Thanks to the extraordinary generosity
and goodwill of our many supporters, our
fundraising activities have enabled us to
continue helping our hospitals do more over
the past year.
In 2020/21, we significantly increased our
fundraised income – exceeding our end
of year target of £2.7m. Due in part to the
disruption caused by the pandemic, and
the overwhelming support for our Covid-19
Relief Fund, a much larger proportion of our
income came from philanthropic donations
and corporate gifts than the previous year.
A less significant share of our total income
was drawn from legacies and fund adviser
contributions, which includes fees for private
healthcare services generously donated by
our NHS colleagues and research grants from
the health sector.
Our total fundraised income for the year was
£5.61m with:
• £2.09m from philanthropic donations
• £1.81m from corporate gifts
• £1.04m from community fundraising 		
activities and events
• £388k from income generated by fund 		
advisers

the end of the previous financial year,
bringing the total raised through the appeal
to £3.4m.
Like many charities, we faced challenges with
raising funds from in-person events due to
Covid-19 restrictions throughout most of the
year. This saw all mass participation events
paused, including our annual Walk for Wards
event and regular pub quiz fundraisers.
Instead we focused on virtual activities, with
over 100 fundraisers taking on challenges to
support our Covid-19 Relief Fund. In addition,
we launched a new gaming initiative, Level
Up for the NHS, and had support
through nationwide fundraising
challenges, such as the Virtual
London Marathon, the 2.6
Challenge, and the Captain
Legacies
Tom 100.
Legacies

£277k
£277k

Over the Christmas period
we ran our ‘Secret
Superhero’ campaign
alongside our
Winter Appeal,
focusing on
supporting
children and
older people in
our hospitals,
raising almost
£13k.

• £277k from legacies

Without the generous support of our many
donors and fundraisers, we would simply not
have been able to deliver our Covid-19 		
response while continuing to fund a 		
range of other important healthcare
projects across the Trust's
		
hospitals during the year, and
		
we are grateful to each and
			
every one of them for
			their generosity and
			goodwill.

Fund
Advisers

£2.06m
£2.09m

£1.81m

Philanthropy
Philanthropy

Corporate

Our approach to fundraising in 2020/21 was
significantly influenced by Covid-19, with
a large proportion of our total fundraised
income restricted to supporting staff and
patients affected by the crisis.
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Corporate

£388k

Fundraising in 2020/21

Of the total raised during the year, £3.1m
came through our emergency appeal – the
Covid-19 Relief Fund - and was protected to
directly support our crisis response activities.
An additional £300k was raised through the
Covid-19 Relief Fund in March 2020, before

44%

£1.04m
TOTAL: £5.61m
Our fundraised income, 2020/21

Community
fundraising
and
events

34%

Philanthropy
and grants

21%

Community
and events

Covid-19 Relief Fund income sources, 2020/21

Grants report

Summary
Our grants programme provides funding for
a range of projects and initiatives to improve
patient care and hospital experience, support
the wellbeing and professional development
of NHS staff and enable innovation. In total,
£6.59m was awarded through our grants
programme during 2020/21, including a
significant amount of expenditure to support
our Covid-19 crisis response activities.
Covid-19 support grants
Over the course of the year, we awarded 36
Covid-19 support grants - totalling £3.11m - to
help Imperial College Healthcare respond to
the extraordinary pressures of the pandemic.
Given the significant interest from donors in
supporting front-line staff, a large proportion
of this expenditure was awarded to benefit
NHS staff wellbeing and improve facilities.
This support included:
• £1.25m (40%) to make long-term 			
improvements to facilities for NHS staff,
including kitchens, changing rooms,
showers and rest areas;
• £893k (29%) to provide immediate
wellbeing support for NHS staff, including
delivering hot meals and running pop-up
shops for front-line workers;

40%

towards long-term
improvements to
facilities for NHS staff

29%

towards immediate
wellbeing support for
NHS staff

15%

towards long-term
mental health support
for NHS staff

9%

towards innovative
ways of addressing
the impact of Covid-19

5%

• £464k (15%) to provide long-term mental
health and wellbeing support to NHS staff,
including an expansion of the Trust's
counselling service;

towards enhancing the
hospital experience
for patients

• £267k (9%) to enable innovative
approaches to addressing the impact of
Covid-19, including a research study
exploring a children’s inflammatory
condition, PIMS-TS, caused by the virus;

2%

• £164k (5%) to enhance the experience for
patients, including improved WiFi and
tablet devices to enable ‘virtual visiting’;
• £71k (2%) to provide immediate financial
relief for the families of NHS staff who died
in service during the pandemic.
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We awarded £6.59 million during the year to support
a wide range of healthcare projects at the Trust.

General grants
General grants provide funding of between
£10k and £150k to support projects that
will improve patient care and amenities.
During the year we awarded seven new
general grants, totalling £605k. This included
projects to refurbish the phlebotomy suite at
Hammersmith Hospital and set up a mobile
eye care clinic used by staff and patients at
the Western Eye Hospital.
We also provided £200k in additional
support for the wellbeing and personal
and professional development of NHS staff
through training and recognition initiatives.
This funding was awarded to support various
activities, including the Trust’s annual
recognition scheme and a pilot project
providing staff with additional mental health
awareness training and access to fast-track
physiotherapy.
Compassionate Communities

towards financial relief
for the bereaved families
of NHS staff

Covid-19 support grants (2020/21)
- proportion of expenditure

Covid has had a big impact on the provision
of clinical care in our hospitals, but the
pandemic has also deepened many complex
health problems in our wider communities.
An important strategic goal has therefore
been to develop an approach to supporting
integrated care initiatives, working in
partnership with Imperial College Healthcare.
During the year, we were delighted to
establish a pilot programme - Compassionate
Communities - which has enabled us to
direct significant funding to support better

healthcare beyond the hospital walls.
Some of the most vulnerable people in
north west London are set to benefit from
Compassionate Communities grants that
were awarded towards the end of the
2020/21 year, with 21 community-based
projects receiving a share of the £396k
awarded in total. These funds were awarded
to local organisations to help tackle health
inequalities within the community, ranging
from mental health and wellbeing to food
poverty and digital exclusion. Supporting
these local organisations is a valuable
route into rebuilding population health
and wellbeing following the pandemic
and is closely aligned with Imperial College
Healthcare’s role as an anchor institution
in north west London. The successful
applications included:
• Hammersmith Community Gardens
Association, ‘Grow Well in 2021’ - a project
to support people’s mental health and
wellbeing through therapeutic gardening
and cooking activities
• The Advocacy Project, ‘Speak Up Radio’ - a
new online radio station providing news
and advice for people with learning
disabilities in Westminster and Kensington
& Chelsea
• Shop & Donate, ‘The social supermarket’ - a
project to support people living in poverty
to create healthy and nutritious recipes
with food at significantly reduced prices.
For more on the impact of Compassionate
Communities, please turn to page 40.
ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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Research Fellowships
Our Research Fellowships programme
provides opportunities for health
professionals to take time away from their
current role to pursue a research project.
We provide fellowships of up to £65k, which
may be used to support an individual’s salary
and related research expenses during their
project.
Run jointly with the NIHR Imperial
Biomedical Research Centre, the programme
provides a platform for NHS staff to
progress their clinical academic careers
through further study. During the year,
nine fellowships were awarded with a total
commitment of £590k.

experiencing extreme financial difficulty as a
direct result of their time in hospital. Grants of
up to £1.5k are awarded to help patients and
their families cover everyday costs, such as
travel, accommodation, food and other
essentials. These grants may also be used to
help bereaved families cover funeral costs up
to £1k. During the year we saw a significant
increase in demand for emergency hardship
support, largely due to the impact of the
pandemic. A total of 109 patient hardship
grants were awarded in 2020/21, totalling
£58k. 90% of these grants included
expenditure on food, with 71% including travel
costs, 61% including other essential items and
2% including hotel accommodation.

Grants awarded, 2020/21

£466k
General
grants

£3.1m
Covid-19
support
grants

For more on the impact of our Patient
hardship grants, please turn to page 30.

£1.3m

We award emergency hardship grants to
support patients and their family members

Compassionate
Communities

Research
Fellowships
Hardship
Fund

Patient hardship grants

£396k

£590k

£599k
Fund Adviser
Special Purpose
Funds

Innovate
at Imperial
Small
grants

TOTAL: £6.59m
Innovate at Imperial
A key focus for our grants programme in
2020/21 has been innovation – supporting
those in the NHS who think outside the
box, challenge traditional ways of working
and have the determination to pursue their
vision.
Having co-designed an integrated funding
scheme – Innovate at Imperial - in the
previous year, we launched and delivered
two rounds of grants to successful
applicants during 2020/21.
The programme proved extremely popular
with NHS staff and we were able to award
£1.3m in total during the year. This funding
has enabled 21 innovation projects to get off
the ground, despite the disruption caused
by the pandemic, including initiatives that

18
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Small Grants

demonstrate a new approach to patient
care, strengthen hospital processes,
improve safety and support the health and
wellbeing of staff.
“Innovate at Imperial is a fantastic
opportunity for staff to challenge traditional
ways of working and pursue their vision for
better patient care,” said Dr Bob Klaber
OBE, Director of Strategy, Research and
Innovation at Imperial College Healthcare.
“With Imperial Health Charity’s support,
teams can take the time to develop, test
and evaluate a project.”

Our small grants provide funding for smallscale projects that enhance the hospital
environment, improve patient care and staff
amenities, or otherwise contribute to the
improvement of NHS services. In 2020/21
we awarded small grants of up to £10k to 10
individual projects, spending £46k in total.
Special purpose funds
As part of our grants programme, a total of
£599k was awarded from special purpose
funds managed under delegated authority
by selected members of staff at Imperial
College Healthcare known as fund advisers.
These restricted funds, reserved for specific

areas of clinical specialty, contributed to a
wide range of healthcare projects and staff
wellbeing initiatives to support a series of
wards, departments and services across
the Trust’s hospitals. Among the most
significant of these funds are: Poppy’s
Fund, which supports maternity services at
Queen Charlotte’s & Chelsea and St Mary’s
hospitals; The Blood Fund, which supports
clinical research at Hammersmith Hospital’s
haematology department; and St Mary’s
Children’s Fund, which supports paediatric
services at St Mary’s Hospital.

ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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Arts report
adapt our engagement programme to make
a range of creative resources available online
for people to participate virtually.
Summary
With a comprehensive arts engagement
programme and a museum-accredited
collection of more than 2,000 artworks, we
work to enhance the hospital experience and
clinical environment for patients and NHS
staff.
Through our arts programme we install
permanent displays, organise exhibitions,
stage events and run creative workshops
within our hospitals, as well as providing
activities for families, visitors and the wider
community.
Commissions and installations
Despite the disruption caused by the
pandemic, we were able to continue our
curatorial programme of commissions
and installations during the year. A total
of 245 artworks were acquired for our
collection, with 80 specially selected artworks
permanently displayed in public areas of the
hospitals for patients and NHS staff to enjoy.
Notable installations included a series of
colourful and uplifting artworks by Mark

Titchner displayed in corridors at Charing
Cross Hospital’s A&E department, and the
permanent installation of photographs by
Chris Steele-Perkins and artworks by Rose
Darling, also at Charing Cross Hospital.
Exhibitions
As part of our Art in Focus programme, we
ran four temporary exhibitions during the
year, including two new projects specially
developed in response to the pandemic.
Alongside exhibitions featuring artworks
by Anthony Whishaw RA and NHS staff
themselves, we worked with photographer
Dana Popa to present a series of striking
portraits of hospital workers (A Portrait of our
Trust) as well as curating a series of artworks
inspired by the impact of Covid-19 for our
Thank You! exhibition, which opened in July.
Arts engagement programme
During the year we were unable to organise
ward-based arts engagement activities with
patients and NHS staff due to hospital visiting
restrictions introduced as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic. However, we were able to

245

artworks acquired for our museumaccredited hospital art collection

80

artworks permanently installed in
hallways, wards and waiting areas

144

virtual art workshops provided for
NHS staff and patients

591

members of NHS staff and patients
who took part in virtual art workshops

17

video workshops and creative tutorials
created for our new virtual arts
programme, Creative Links

Artworks by Anthony Whishaw RA on display as part of
our Art in Focus exhibition at Charing Cross Hospital.

6

editions of our Art & Wellbeing
magazine published online

In total we delivered 141 virtual art workshops
during the year, engaging 591 participants
including hospital patients and staff.
Additionally, we developed a series of 17
recorded tutorials, workshops and video
guides as part of our Creative Links arts
resource library, which was made available
for anyone to access for free on our website,
and published six editions of our Art and
Wellbeing digital magazine.
We were also able to deliver thousands of art
activity packs, colouring books and puzzle
books to patients at the bedside during
the first and second waves of high Covid-19
pressure on hospital services, as well as
distributing arts materials for young patients
being cared for on the children’s wards at St
Mary’s Hospital and those shielding at home.
More of our engagement programme
workshops were adapted or revised to
enable arts activities to continue during the
pandemic. The Rhythm Studio dance classes
previously run as in-person workshops were
moved online, regular art therapy sessions
were relocated from Charing Cross Hospital’s
stroke centre to Hammersmith Hospital’s
Auchi dialysis unit, and the Massage &
Melodies programme was also suitably
adapted.
Finally, we were also able to introduce two
additional remote engagement projects
in response to the pandemic, including In
Touch, a Poet in Residence initiative with
spoken word performer Keith Jarrett, and
Positive Post, which involved delivering
wellbeing-themed postcards featuring
artworks by illustrator Erin Aniker to shielding
patients.
Staff Arts Club
Through our Staff Arts Club, we continue
to offer a range of benefits designed to
encourage NHS workers to enjoy London’s
vibrant arts and culture opportunities. Staff
can gain free entrance to the Victoria & Albert
Museum, the Royal Academy of Arts and the
Tate Galleries as well as accessing a range of
exhibitions and events.
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Volunteering report
Enhancing our volunteering programme

Volunteering during the pandemic
The end of our three-year volunteering
strategy (2017-20) coincided with the
beginning of Covid-19 and the overriding
focus of the last 12 months has therefore
been on radipdly adapting our volunteering
programme to provide urgent support to
our hospitals faced with the unprecedented
demands of the global pandemic.
The enforcement of hospital visiting
restrictions, coupled with government
guidance for many older people or those
with underlying health conditions to shield
at home, led to a large proportion of our
existing volunteer community being unable
to participate in their normal roles and many
of our ward-based activities being paused
indefinitely.
We therefore moved to suspend our existing
volunteering programme and undertake a
rapid recruitment process, bringing on board
hundreds of new Crisis Response Volunteers
in April and May 2020. These new volunteers
carried out a wide range of emergency tasks,
such as delivering hot meals to front-line
workers, staffing hospital shops and offering
hand sanitiser at welcome stations.
Between March and August, volunteers
helped to keep NHS workers supplied with
food and drink, delivering more than 170,000
hot meals to wards and departments across
the Trust’s hospitals and processing over
100,000 transactions in our free pop-up shops
open seven days a week for NHS staff.
The emergency response operation, and
the extraordinary efforts of our volunteers
and staff, ensured that hospital workers who
would otherwise have found it difficult to
visit local shops and supermarkets had easy
access to food, drink, toiletries and other
basic essentials. Our volunteers also assisted
with tasks such as distributing gift bags and
wellbeing resources to NHS staff, delivering
patients’ belongings sent in from home, and
advising visitors on hand hygiene and critical
health and safety guidance. Later in the year,
we developed additional roles, including
supporting the NHS staff vaccination
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programme and safely returning volunteers
to wards to distribute meals for patients.
The rapid implementation of an emergency
hospital-based volunteering response
involved a significant reorganisation of
resources, with additional charity staff
redeployed to help supervise volunteers
arriving for shifts between 8am and 8pm,
seven days a week at the height of the first
wave.
Our hospital-based staff teams developed
thorough risk assessment procedures to
ensure volunteer activities were safe and
appropriate, and we made additional efforts
to maintain communications with those
among our volunteer community who were
unable to attend the hospitals at the time.

Alongside our emergency response
to Covid-19, we also made a series of
enhancements to the infrastructure of
our volunteering programme to improve
efficiency and adapt to new ways of working
during the year.
We overhauled our existing core training
for volunteers and replaced it with a
comprehensive e-learning system, providing
a better experience for volunteers as well as
reducing the amount of time spent running
in-person training events.

During the year we continued to improve
our ways of recognising and rewarding our
volunteers for their contribution, including
the introduction of a new 100 Hours award
to acknowledge those of our Crisis Response
Volunteers who completed a significant
amount of volunteering time within a short
and intensive period during the peak of the
pandemic.
As restrictions began to ease on the hospitals,
we were also able to introduce a number of
new volunteer roles at some of the Trust's
smaller sites, including the St Charles Renal
Centre and the Ealing Hospital Renal Unit.

Later in the year, similar online training
modules were created for the Trust's internal
learning management platform, enabling
members of NHS staff to complete basic
training on working with volunteers in the
hospital environment. We recognised all staff
who completed the training by awarding
them a pin badge.

Four-deck quote heading
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

583

xxxx

number of Crisis Response Volunteers
who helped our hospitals in 2020/21

17,664

total hours contributed by Crisis
Response Volunteers in 2020/21

170,000

240

100,000

4.6/5

free meals distributed to NHS staff by
Crisis Response Volunteers

transactions recorded by volunteers
in our free pop-up shops for NHS staff

packages of personal belongings
delivered to patients in hospital

average shift rating submitted by
volunteers during the year
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Our impact

Improving patient
care and experience

We believe every patient deserves the best
possible hospital experience. That’s why,
across all areas of our work, we put patients at
the heart of everything we do.
Through our grants, arts and volunteering
activities, we strive to help our hospitals
provide outstanding care for patients and
their families.
Whether supporting a major redevelopment,
offering creative arts activities for inpatients
or enabling volunteers to help visitors find
their way, our work makes sure patients feel
supported and that their time in hospital is as
positive as it can be.
To help us achieve this objective, we said
we would:
• provide grants opportunities to help the
Trust make fast and effective
improvements to patient-facing services
and the hospital environment
• continue to curate and develop our art
collection and engagement activities
• engage volunteers in roles which interact
with patients above and beyond the work
of NHS staff
• support patients and families in extreme
financial difficulty during their treatment.
In 2020/21, we:
• funded a wide range of urgent support for the
benefit of patients in hospital during the pea
of the Covid-19 pandemic
• awarded 109 emergency hardship grants to
support patients and their families at times of
extreme financial crisis

Our progress towards achieving this
objective
The limitations on ward-based arts activities
and volunteer roles forced us to think
differently about providing support for
patients - those receiving care at our hospitals
as well as those isolating in the community.
While the majority of our Covid-19 support
grants were targeted at addressing the
mental health and wellbeing needs of NHS
staff, we also delivered a range of activities
to enhance patient experience, including
funding for faster WiFi and tablet devices to
enable 'virtual visiting' at the bedside.
In a survey carried out in July 2021, 98% of
NHS staff working at the Trust agreed that
our support enhances the overall hospital
experience for patients, while 97% agreed
patients value mealtime support from
volunteers and 94% agreed
patients value the
art activity
packs we
provide.

During the Covid-19 crisis we provided a wide range of
support to improve the hospital experience for patients.

Enhancing care at the
peak of the pandemic
While NHS staff worked round the clock to
provide outstanding care for patients at the
peak of the pandemic, our support helped to
make their time in hospital as comfortable as
possible. At the height of the first and second
waves, we worked to enhance the hospital
experience for patients and their families at a
time of unimaginable stress and anxiety.

We also delivered hundreds of art activity
packs to patients at the bedside and set up
Creative Links, a brand new programme of
virtual arts activities and remote workshops
to keep patients entertained and inspired.

• engaged 583 Crisis Response Volunteers to
provide additional support for patients during
the pandemic
• delivered over 1,000 creative arts activity
packs for patients at the bedside.

Member of staff
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust

OUR IMPACT

of NHS staff agreed their patients valued using
the tablet devices delivered to wards

96%
of NHS staff agreed their patients valued the art
activity packs delivered to wards

To help patients stay in touch with friends
and family, we distributed over 120 tablet
devices to dozens of hospital wards and made
faster WiFi available for free across all our
hospitals, enabling patients to video call their
loved ones from the comfort of their beds.

“The free WiFi was extremely
important to our patients during
the crisis as it allowed them to
stay connected to their family.”
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Delivering care
packs to patients
on the front line
During the first wave in
spring 2020, our volunteers
delivered 1,000 special care packs
to wards caring for patients with
Covid-19 across the Trust’s hospitals.
Containing a range of toiletries and
other essential items, such as hairbrushes
and hand creams, these packs helped to
make a lengthy hospital stay a little more
comfortable. 99% of staff agreed their
patients valued receiving a care pack.

A friendly face at the
hospital front door
and at mealtimes
At a time when many patients have been
experiencing heightened stress and anxiety
about their hospital visit, our Meet and
Greet Volunteers have continued to play an
important role as the friendly face at the front
door.
As well as providing guidance and directions
at entrance areas, our volunteers offered
important advice regarding hand hygiene
and mask-wearing for thousands of visitors
arriving at hospital for the first time during
the pandemic.
When restrictions in some parts of the
hospitals began to ease, we moved quickly to
introduce Mealtime Volunteers who helped
serve up hundreds of meals for patients at
the bedside.
As well as dishing up lunches and dinners,
volunteers provided company and
companionship for many patients on hospital
wards at a time when friends and family were
unable to visit.

“Understandably
some people are
less comfortable
visiting a hospital at
the moment, so a
friendly face to greet
them is often welcome.
Even with a mask on you
can still detect a smile!”
Luke Smyth
Meet and Greet
Volunteer

92%
of Mealtime Volunteers agree they made a
useful contribution during Covid-19

68%
of Meet and Greet Volunteers agree their role
improved the morale of NHS staff

Helping children stay
creative during their
time in hospital
For children, staying in hospital can be
a stressful and challenging time. Our art
therapy programme, running at St Mary’s
Hospital since November 2019, has been
providing younger patients with the
opportunity to explore a variety of creative
art and to engage in a range of activities,
including drawing, painting, clay and
plastering work.
When the pandemic put most of our arts
programmes on hold, Art Therapist Alice
Patrick was able to maintain the sessions
virtually using video calling.
Continuing to take referrals from the clinical
team, as well as supporting patients already
known to Alice, has helped to maintain a
sense of normality for these children.
While restrictions have limited which art
supplies can be used, Alice has been getting
creative and encouraging her patients in
the wards to use materials already by their
bedsides from past sessions.

100%
of NHS staff agree art therapy improves care for
young people with mental health needs

99

patients who participated
in art therapy sessions

323

hours of art therapy session
time delivered

Mealtime Support Volunteer Michael serves
up lunch for a patient at Charing Cross Hospital.

“An amazing service for children
who often find it hard to verbalise
the difficulties they face.”
Member of staff, Imperial College Healthcare
NHS Trust

Art Therapist Alice Patrick provides additional
support for young patients at St Mary’s Hospital.

CASE STUDY
‘Art therapy became a
safe space for Jamie
to express herself’
Jamie* is 17. She has severe mental
illness, including anorexia, anxiety and
depression. In 2020 she was transferred
to St Mary’s after attempting to take
her own life at another hospital. She
was only at St Mary’s for a few weeks
while waiting for a space at a specialist
inpatient unit, but in that time Jamie
experienced severe panic attacks on
the ward. Art therapy became a space
where Jamie felt safe to express herself.
She used art to articulate emotions that
were impossible to put into words. The
artwork was a safe container for these
feelings, so that painful emotions could
be thought about and understood in a
non-threatening manner. For Jamie,
our art therapist was
identified as a
safe person she
could be with
when she
was feeling
distressed.
*Name and
identifying
features
have been
changed.

Supporting patients and
their families at times of
sudden financial crisis
For many patients facing an extended
stay in hospital or ongoing treatment
for a long-term condition, looking after
their health isn’t the only concern.
Transport costs, household bills and
supermarket trips for basic essentials
can quickly mount, leaving patients
and their families in a perilous financial
position at the worst possible time.
Over the last year, however, we
provided emergency support for over
100 families facing this unimaginable
situation through our Patient Hardship
grants. In total, we awarded 109
urgent grants - up from 73 in 2019/20 including 32 to help struggling families
cope with Covid-related financial
pressures.
To reduce the financial impact of the
pandemic on patients and their loved
ones, we moved quickly to adapt
our programme. As getting to our
hospitals became more difficult during
lockdown, we expanded our criteria to
release emergency funding that helped
patients cover the cost of parking and
congestion charges, enabling private
travel to access care or visit loved ones.
With NHS staff stretched thin and under
greater pressure, we also streamlined
the process to apply for funding on a
patient’s behalf, removing red tape and
enabling them to focus their attention
on providing outstanding care.

Artworks from our Thank You! exhibition on
display at Charing Cross Hospital during the year.

% of Patient Hardship grants awarded which
included specific types of expenditure

81%
of Patient Hardship grantees live in areas of
higher than average deprivation

51%
of funding from Patient Hardship grants was
awarded to households with children (both
single and dual parent households)

“The fund is a lifesaver. Having
access to that support when
they need it most makes such a
difference to people's lives."
Miranda Rodger, Macmillan Cancer Information
Specialist at Imperial College Healthcare

Vibrant visual art brought
together in message of
gratitude for key workers

In addition to Thank You! later in the year we
also ran our A Portrait of our Trust exhibition,
featuring profiles of more than 30 members
of NHS staff by photographer Dana Popa,
offering a personal glimpse at some of the
faces behind the masks.

A special art exhibition applauding the
incredible work of the NHS and other key
workers throughout the pandemic was
displayed for hospital staff and visitors to
enjoy during the year.

From front-line staff to postal workers and
plumbers, the exhibition served as a timely
reminder of the diversity and teamwork that
enables our hospitals to provide outstanding
care.

Part of our Art in Focus series of hospital
exhibitions, Thank You! featured works by
more than two dozen artists, including
Damien Hirst, Yukai Du, Anthony Burrill,
Morag Myerscough and David James.

During the year we also worked with Anthony
Whishaw RA, whose Illusions and Horizons
exhibition showcased a selection of works
from his 70-year career.

Each piece chosen for Thank You!
represented an expression of gratitude for
those who have kept the country going
throughout the Covid-19 crisis, resulting in a
joyous and hopeful collection of vibrant,
visual art.
Initially on display at Charing Cross Hospital
in summer 2020, the exhibition was moved
to Hammersmith and St Mary’s hospitals
later in the year, giving thousands more the
opportunity to enjoy the artwork up close.

“I wanted to show how much
we appreciated all the work the
front-line workers are doing
- and hopefully bring a bit of
colour and words of love that
might make a tiny difference on
their way to and from work. ”
Morag Myerscough
Artist, Thank You! exhibition
ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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Enhancing wellbeing
of NHS staff

On the front line of our hospitals are
the extraordinary NHS staff who provide
outstanding care to patients and their
families – morning, noon and night. We
believe that by supporting the wellbeing
of our NHS colleagues and creating
opportunities to further their professional
development, we can help our hospitals
provide the best possible care.
We've enabled NHS staff to pursue ambitious
research projects, develop new skills and gain
valuable experience outside their normal
roles, as well as improving staff facilities to
create better working environments.
To help us achieve this objective, we said
we would:
• fund a research fellowships programme,
enabling NHS staff to further their careers
while contributing to innovation in
healthcare
• develop our charity membership offer,
including access to arts institutions and
special offers as a core benefit for NHS staff
• provide financial support for the Trust’s
recognition scheme, celebrating the
achievements of NHS staff.
In 2020/21, we:
• awarded nine research fellowships totalling
£590k to enable NHS staff to develop their
research skills and pursue an academic
career
• provided arts opportunities and benefits to
more than 8,000 members of NHS staff
through our Staff Arts Club
• enabled our volunteers to contribute more
than 17,000 hours of volunteering time
supporting staff across the Trust’s hospitals
• provided a wide range of emergency support
for NHS staff facing periods of extreme
and unprecedented pressure during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
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Standing side by side
with hospital heroes,
every step of the way
Our progress towards achieving this
objective
During a very challenging year in which
NHS staff have faced the most extraordinary
pressure, our work has provided important
practical support as well as helping to ensure
that hospital workers have felt recognised
and valued for their commitment to patient
care.
Given the overwhelming show of sympathy,
gratitude and generosity towards key
workers in response to the pandemic, staff
wellbeing support was a strong focus of our
Covid-19 fundraising campaign and made
up a significant proportion of our Covid
support expenditure. As a result, we were
able to deliver comprehensive emergency
support during the surge periods in spring
2020 and winter 2021. In the longer-term, we
awarded major grants to provide staff with
better access to mental health and wellbeing
support through the Trust's CONTACT service
and improved working facilities and rest
areas. In a survey carried out at the end of the
year, 96% of NHS staff working at the Trust
agreed they have felt supported by us during
the Covid-19 pandemic.

of NHS staff agree they have felt supported by
us during the pandemic

996

At the very beginning of the pandemic, our
staff and volunteers provided urgent support
for NHS staff on the front line of the fight
against Covid-19.
We quickly set up and ran three hospital
shops, offering drinks, snacks and toiletries
entirely free for NHS staff at a time when
there was limited access to shops and
supermarkets. We also delivered thousands
of extra resources, such as hand creams,
moisturisers and sanitisers, to help
those caring for patients in heavy and
uncomfortable PPE.
Our funds helped to set up quiet rest areas,
known as ‘wobble rooms’, where staff could
take time out for a break during their shift,
and we also offered almost 1,000 free haircuts
for hospital workers while salons and barber
shops were shut.
The support of our Crisis Response Volunteers
enabled us to deliver over 170,000 meals to
NHS staff working on the Covid-19 wards in
our hospitals.

Later in the year, we delivered arts activities
to help NHS staff reflect on the impact of
Covid-19 on their working lives, including
creative workshops with our Poet in
Residence Keith Jarrett and a series of vibrant
arts installations and exhibitions. 94% of NHS
staff at the Trust agreed that visual art on
display makes their hospital a better place to
work.
Alongside this urgent support, we continued
to enable NHS staff to progress their
academic careers by awarding our annual
research fellowships and providing more
funding for pioneering improvement
projects through our Innovate at Imperial
programme. 89% of Innovate at Imperial
grantees agreed that using the funding to
make positive changes had made them feel
more valued in their role.

96%

Charity staff and volunteers prepare microwavable meals
for distribution to NHS workers at Hammersmith Hospital.

free haircuts for NHS staff

78%
of Crisis Response Volunteers during the first
wave agree they improved NHS staff morale

“I felt cared for and supported
amidst all the chaos.”
Member of staff, Imperial College Healthcare
NHS Trust

“The charity and volunteers
have gone above and beyond,
keeping staff coming into work
feeling valued and supported.”
Member of staff, Imperial College Healthcare
NHS Trust

Easing the mental health
burden for NHS staff on
the Covid front line

CASE STUDY
‘There were days when
I had never felt so tired,
completely exhausted’
The extraordinary pressures of
the pandemic have challenged
physiotherapist Riccardo Bario in ways
he could never have imagined. His role
involves liaising with various teams
to assess patients before planning
their discharge from hospital, but with
mounting pressure on intensive care
units he found himself juggling a wide
range of responsibilities. Riccardo
said at times he felt as though he was
working “a million different jobs”.
“There were days when I had never felt
so tired. Days when I would go home
and go to sleep, and feel that I didn’t
want to get up in the morning and
go back to work. You feel completely
exhausted at the end of the day.
It’s been very difficult to switch off
from work and actually take some
psychological rest.”
For Riccardo, CONTACT has been a
lifeline. He reached out for support in
October 2020 and began working with
a charity-funded counsellor, Julie.
“To look after other people you have
to be able to look after yourself and I
needed that extra support to carry me
through. After I started seeing Julie
it really helped me a lot. She’s been
incredibly professional and
welcoming.”

The pressures of the pandemic have placed
NHS staff under enormous emotional strain
and the demand for counselling and mental
health services has increased dramatically
over the last year. However, our funding has
enabled the Trust to expand its counselling
service for staff – CONTACT – so that many
more hospital workers can access vital
support.
Between April 2020 and March 2021,
CONTACT referred 1,025 staff members for
one-to-one counselling support, with more
than 3,000 hospital staff attending emotional
wellbeing groups during that time.
Through our Covid-19 Relief Fund – and
with generous support from NHS Charites
Together - we awarded over £450,000 to
boost the number of counsellors and help the
CONTACT team continue to deliver a rapid
response service for those in the most
difficult circumstances.

3.6

March 2020

11

November 2020

Change in the number of FTE staff employed by
the CONTACT service

83%
increase in members of staff at Imperial College
Healthcare supported by the CONTACT service
during 2020/21

Users of charity-funded counselling services

Mark Titchner's colourful artworks have been used
to brighten the corridors at Charing Cross Hospital.

Titchner’s art inspires
uplifting new look for
emergency department
Bright and uplifting displays have
transformed the corridors of the A&E
department at Charing Cross Hospital,
providing a comforting and supportive
environment for hospital staff.
We worked with Turner Prize-nominated
artist Mark Titchner to decorate the
department’s bare walls with colourful
art. Entitled We Work Together, the eyecatching artworks were inspired by Titchner’s
conversations with NHS staff, who expressed
their thoughts and feelings about working in
a hospital and what it means to be part of a
wider community.
Titchner incuded messages of hope,
pride and unity against a soft and natural
foliage background to contrast with the
clinical environment of the hospital. We
Work Together features a series of positive,
uplifting messages in large print along the
department’s walkways and corridors. The
short phrases include messages such as ‘I
believe in we’, ‘We are part of something
greater than us’ and ‘We are what we do’.

“I was thinking of an
exotic, dream landscape
in contrast to the clean
functional space of the
building, going right back
to the botanical starting
point of modern medicine
and connecting the
natural world with
the scientific.”

“

Mark Titchner
Artist

94%
of NHS staff agree that art makes their hospital a
better place to work
ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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A&E ‘rest nest’ creates
calming environment for
hospital staff to unwind
Hundreds of emergency department staff at
Charing Cross Hospital are benefitting from
a newly refurbished rest area, thanks to our
£40,000 grant.
With support from Taylor Howes Design,
this improved space, dubbed the ‘rest nest’,
includes new lighting, flooring and kitchen.
A&E can be a demanding environment for
hospital staff - in 2019, 350,000 patients visited
the Trust’s emergency departments seeking
urgent help. But the ‘rest nest’ has provided a
quiet and comforting space in which staff can
relax and unwind during breaks.
With our support, the Taylor Howes team
created a space to promote wellness and
relaxation, a truly non-clinical environment
in which the nurses, doctors and wider
departmental staff can find headspace away
from the ward.

“The ‘rest nest’ has
really given everyone
a relaxing space to
get away from the
hustle and bustle.
Everyone was blown
away when they saw the
transformation come to
life.”

“

Ffion Griffiths
Deputy General
Manager, A&E

Dr Chioma Ginigeme, Head of Specialty in
the Emergency Department at Charing Cross
Hospital, said the improvements to the staff
room had “made all the difference in the
world” for her colleagues.
“We love it,” she added. “It feels like a genuine
sanctuary away from the pressures of a busy
shift.”

Funding boost for BAME
Network’s ambassadors
initiative
NHS staff from Black, Asian and Minority
Ethnic (BAME) communities have been
disproportionately affected by Covid-19. But
with our support, the Trust’s Multidisciplinary
Race Equality Network is taking steps to
provide extra support to those most in need.
We awarded a £50,000 grant enabling the
network to train a team of staff ambassadors,
equipped with the knowledge and skills to
tackle key issues affecting colleagues from
BAME communities.
A tailored training programme for an initial
cohort of staff focused on behavioural science
approaches, such as unconscious bias and
micro-aggresssions, with long-term plans in
place to provide ambassadorship guidance
for a range of NHS professionals working
across the organisation.
Joselyn King, Chair of the Multidisciplinary
Race Equality Network at Imperial College
Healthcare, said: “The success of the BAME
ambassadors programme will not only
benefit our majority BAME staff but in
the longer term, all staff at the Trust. The
ambassadors will work to address and
resolve disparities in order to create a more
compassionate and inclusive environment
for all.”

25
members of staff at Imperial College Healthcare
completed the BAME ambassador training

The improved 'rest nest' area at Charing Cross
Hospital, funded by our £40,000 grant.

“The ambassadors will work to
address and resolve disparities
in order to create a more
compassionate and inclusive
environment for all. ”
Joselyn King, Chair of the Multidisciplinary
Race Equality Network at ICHT
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Poet-in-Residence Keith
helps NHS staff reflect
on Covid experiences
During an unprecedented year for the
NHS with extraordinary and unforeseen
pressure on hospital services, it’s been
beneficial for NHS staff to have a safe
space to reflect on their experiences
and discuss their thoughts and feelings
through a creative lens.
As part of a virtual poetry writing
project, In Touch, our Poet-inResidence Keith Jarrett (pictured) has
given staff the opportunity to explore
their feelings through the written word.
Keith’s nine-month residency, which
began in October 2020, was funded
as part of our arts engagement
programme, with support from the
Heritage Lottery Fund.
During the year 152 staff attended the
poetry-writing workshops, with 97%
agreeing they enjoyed the session and
90% agreeing that it improved their
own sense of emotional wellbeing.
"Keith's invitation to be creative was
a great way to bring emotions into
awareness - to be able to do this with
a group felt very releasing," said one
member of staff.
"It was helpful to have the space to talk
and think with my team, and to reflect
on what has been a very stressful time."

Enabling innovation
in healthcare

Working in partnership with our NHS
colleagues, we are committed to driving
forward new and innovative ideas that
transform the experience of care for patients
at the Trust’s hospitals. By enabling NHS staff
to think openly, develop new ways of working
and implement change, we are helping to
keep our hospitals at the cutting edge of
healthcare.
Over the last year we have provided funding
to support a wide range of innovative projects
across the Trust’s hospitals as well as working
together with a number of new partners
to provide better health and wellbeing for
people living in our local communities.
To help us achieve this objective, we said
we would:
• establish ourselves as a leading partner at
the cutting edge of healthcare
• fund major transformation projects within
and beyond the Trust
• build partnerships with key health and
third sector organisations to expand the
impact our work can have.
In 2020/21, we:
• awarded two rounds of funding totalling
£1.3m as part of our new grants
programme, Innovate at Imperial
• worked in partnership with Imperial
College Healthcare to develop and launch a
new funding programme, Compassionate
Communities, extending vital support to
community-led health and wellbeing
initiatives
• awarded a £1m grant to support the
development of a ‘hybrid’ operating theatre
at St Mary’s Hospital
• partnered with two other NHS charities to
fund pioneering research into a rare
children’s inflammatory condition caused
by Covid-19.
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Our progress towards achieving this
objective
During the year we supported a number of
innovative projects to improve the quality of
care provided for patients in our hospitals,
including the creation of a new 'hybrid'
operating theatre at St Mary's Hospital.
The launch of a new funding programme,
Innovate at Imperial, also opened up new
opportunities for staff to design and develop
improvement projects for their ward,
department or service.
Establishing our Compassionate
Communities initiative demonstrated how
we can work effectively in partnership with
the Trust to have a positive impact on the
health and wellbeing of the local population
beyond the hospital walls. Having taken
important steps forward in this area, we now
recognise the need to thoroughly review and
evaluate these new programmes over the
course of 2021/22 while continuing to build
on our working relationships with the Trust to
identify a range of other innovative projects
for future funding.

The new 'hybrid' operating theatre at St Mary's
Hospital was supported by our £1m grant.

New ‘hybrid’ theatre
speeds up surgery and
reduces time in hospital
A state-of-the-art £2.8 million operating
theatre is now up and running at St Mary’s
Hospital, thanks to our support.
The new ‘hybrid’ endovascular theatre suite
allows for complex surgery and high-quality
imaging to take place in a single operating
facility. By performing both the surgical and
imaging elements of procedures in the same
space, the new theatre will minimise the risk
of complications occurring during complex
operations.
This means the hospital’s world-leading
vascular surgeons and interventional
radiologists can work together to carry out
endovascular procedures without the need
for open surgery.
The theatre has transformed care for patients
with blood vessel problems as well as
benefiting those who have suffered multiple
trauma injuries, speeding up operations and
reducing the amount of time patients spend
in hospital.

£1m

raised to support the
project as part of our Hybrid
Theatre fundraising appeal

135
number of patients every year that will benefit
from treatment in the new 'hybrid' theatre

“[The new theatre] means
we can bring together a highperforming multidisciplinary
team and state-of-the-art
technology to provide the very
best treatment for our patients.”
Colin Bicknell, Consultant Vascular Surgeon
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS, 2020/21
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Supporting better health
by working in partnership
with local communities

20
community-led projects awarded grants as
part of the Compassionate Communities
programme

Community organisations working to support
the health and wellbeing of people most
affected by Covid-19 have benefited from a
vital funding boost, thanks to Imperial Health
Charity.
Working in partnership with Imperial
College Healthcare NHS Trust, we awarded
grants to support 20 local projects as
part of our Compassionate Communities
initiative in spring 2021. The funding will
help organisations in the local area address
some of the barriers that prevent the most
vulnerable members of our community
accessing healthcare.
We awarded individual grants of up to
£30,000 to 20 community organisations in
north west London. The chosen projects all
support people who consistently experience
health inequality and have been affected by
some of the complex, long-term impacts of
Covid-19.

Compassionate Communities funding themes

“This generous support will
make such a difference to the
beneficiaries of the Southall
Food Hub. Thank you so much.”
Elly Heaton-Virgo, CEO of Southall Food Hub

• food poverty and obesity

• digital poverty and exclusion
• language barriers and misinformation.
Hammersmith Community Gardens
Association is just one of the organisations
that has benefited from our support through
the Compassionate Communities initiative
this year. HCGA aims to support local people
who have struggled with their mental
health and wellbeing during the pandemic
by providing opportunities to take part in
therapeutic gardening and cooking activities.

OUR IMPACT

Clinicians and researchers from
hospitals and universities across
London are working together to learn
more about the impacts of a serious
condition linked to Covid-19 in children,
thanks to our support.

While it’s rare for children to experience
severe Covid-19 symptoms, a small
number who are infected with the
virus have gone on to develop PIMSTS - which can be life-threatening and
may require intensive care in hospital.
Doctors have reported that children
affected by the condition develop
symptoms including headaches,
confusion and muscle weakness.
Thanks to our support, a team of
experts across London have begun
using detailed imaging to measure the
effects of brain inflammation on brain
growth and cognitive development, as
well as monitoring muscle weakness.

• poor mental health and wellbeing
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Dr Bob Klaber
Director of Strategy,
Innovation and
Research, ICHT

Funding vital research
into children’s condition
caused by Covid-19

Experts have begun a study examining
the neurological and psychological
effects of a condition called paediatric
inflammatory multi-system syndrome
(PIMS-TS), which is caused by Covid-19.

Each of the projects aims to tackle a major
health problem which has been worsened by
the pandemic, including:

The association’s Grow Well in 2021 project
also aims to inform people about the mental
and physical benefits of nature, enabling
them to try new food and take produce
and plants home with them.

“By offering support
to groups that have a
strong understanding
of the needs of their
community, we can help
address head-on some of
the most pressing issues
affecting people’s health
in north west London.”

Volunteers take part in a therapeutic gardening
session organised by the HCGA.

We partnered with Great Ormond
Street Hospital Children’s Charity and
Guy’s & St Thomas’ Charity to fund this
important research with a £282,000
grant.

Future plans
Looking ahead to 2021/22
After some of our planned charitable
activities in 2020/21 were significantly
disrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic, the
immediate focus for the coming year will
be to return to normal ways of working as
quickly and safely as possible.
With the majority of our staff working
remotely and many of our volunteer roles
paused due to visiting restrictions in the
hospitals, our initial priority will be to reopen
our main office for collaborative working,
restart any suspended arts activities and
restore more volunteers to traditional
patient-facing roles.
We will also remain mindful that the threat of
Covid-19 has not yet passed and our hospitals
are likely to face a challenging year ahead as
NHS staff continue to address the long-term
effects of the pandemic and prepare for

“As we enter the final
year of our three-year
strategy, we remain
committed to delivering
on our three principal
objectives - despite the
disruption of the last 12
months.”

further waves of infection and hospitalisation.
As the Trust's charity, we will continue to work
closely with our NHS colleagues to provide
appropriate support for patients and staff
affected by the pandemic while maintaining
our active grants programme, managing
our museum-accredited hospital art
collection and delivering a wide range of arts
engagement activities within the hospitals.
After an extremely challenging year, we will
also ensure we provide effective support
for our staff team as we transition gradually
back to more normal ways of working. We
recognise that our staff have responded to
unprecedented changes over the last year
and we will continue to offer additional
support to help them readjust to office-based
working. Initially, this will include a phased
reopening of our main office with a mixed
approach to office and home working for all
staff.

approach where possible, working closely
with the Trust's executive team to plan and
deliver appropriate support.
We also recognise that the pandemic will
continue to have an effect on our ability
to raise funds. While we expect mass
participation fundraising events to return
in 2021/22, we will also develop alternative
plans - including building on our programme
of virtual fundraising events - to ensure we
are able to sustain our charitable activities
through voluntary income. We are also
mindful of the increase in general awareness
of NHS charities and will explore other ways
in which our enhanced profile and status can
support our fundraising efforts.
Through the Compassionate Communities
programme we have begun working with
the Trust to develop new ways of supporting
health and wellbeing beyond the hospital
walls. Looking ahead, we recognise that this
will be an important area for further growth
and development - within Imperial College
Healthcare and the wider NHS - and we will
continue to work with the Trust to identify
ways in which we can support its work in the
north west London community.
Finally, during the year we will begin to
look further ahead as we start the process
of developing plans for our next three-year
strategy (2022-2025).

Delivering our strategy
As we enter the final year of our three-year
strategy, we remain committed to delivering
on our three principal objectives - improving
patient care and experience, supporting the
wellbeing and enhancing the careers of NHS
staff, and enabling innovation in healthcare.
Our response to Covid-19 has enabled us to
explore new and adapted ways of providing
effective support to patients and staff across
the Trust's hospitals. With further uncertainty
ahead, we will continue to adopt a flexible

“We will work with the
Trust to identify ways in
which we can support its
work in the north west
London community
- beyond the hospital
walls.”

Governance and
administration

Governance and
administration

Good governance is essential to our
continued success and enables us to manage
our risks appropriately, cultivate a positive
working environment and culture for our
people, and deliver our charitable activities in
compliance with all relevant legislation.
Legal structure
Imperial Health Charity is an independent
charity and a charitable company limited by
guarantee. It is registered with Companies
House and with the Charity Commission
for England and Wales. The charity was
registered as a UK charity on 1 April 2016 (no.
1166084) and as a Charitable Company on
11 February 2016 (no. 9999900). The charity’s
governing document is its Memorandum
and Articles of Association.
Charitable purpose and objects
The objects of Imperial Health Charity are
restricted specifically to:
• any charitable purpose or purposes 		
relating to the National Health 			
Service or for the general or specific 		
purposes of the Imperial College 			
Healthcare NHS Trust; and
• the relief of sickness and 				
preservation of health of people 			
living in the UK for the public 			
benefit.

Although we are independent of Imperial
College Healthcare NHS Trust, our work
focuses on enhancing and improving the
quality of patient care beyond that which can
be achieved by routine NHS funding and on
health initiatives for the wider community.
Our work also includes focusing on
opportunities to boost income through
fundraising, enabling further support for our
charitable activities within and beyond the
Trust’s hospitals.
Governance and management
Board of Trustees
Our Board of Trustees is legally responsible
for the governance, strategic planning and
leadership of the charity. The board currently
comprises nine trustees: six independent
members and three representing Imperial
College Healthcare NHS Trust. Under the
Memorandum and Articles of Association,
the chair must be one of the independent
members.
Trustees are appointed
as company directors
for a renewable term
of three years and
can serve no more
than three
consecutive
terms.

Statement of public benefit
We provide public benefit by helping to improve the quality of
care and hospital experience for patients at the five hospitals
of Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust and in the wider
community of north west London. In reviewing our aims and
objectives and planning future activities, our trustees have
taken into account the Charity Commission’s general guidance
on public benefit and always ensure that our activities are in
line with our charitable purpose and objects.
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Charity staff played a key role in organising urgent support
for NHS staff and patients at Hammersmith Hospital.

Trustees receive no payment for exercising
their roles, but reasonable out-of-pocket
expenses are paid. Trustees are sole members
of the company with a guarantee of £1.
Recruitment, induction and training
Vacancies for independent trustees are
advertised in the charity sector and health
sector media, on our website and within
the Trust’s hospitals. Suitable candidates
are interviewed by a selection panel and
nominations to serve as representatives of
the Trust are put forward for consideration by
the board.
A formal induction programme is provided
for new trustees, including an information
pack containing our governing document,
the most recent Annual Report & Accounts,
budgets, policies and minutes. All trustees are
invited to attend seminars and conferences
on topics relevant to their roles during their
term of office.
Every two years, each trustee undertakes an
individual appraisal with the chair as part
of the wider board review. The objective
of the appraisal process is to review each
trustee’s individual contribution as well as the
performance of the board as a whole.

Trustees’ responsibilities
The board meets four times a year to review
activities. A number of committees have been
established to assist the board in exercising
its obligations:
• Arts Committee (oversees arts strategy and
activities)
• Development Committee (oversees,
supports and drives income generation
through fundraising)
• Finance Committee (oversees financial
strategy, investments, audit and risk)
• Grants Oversight Committee (oversees
main grant-making activities
and reviews major grant applications)
• Research Fellowships Committee (oversees
the review and award of the annual
research fellowship grants)
The board appoints a chief executive who is
responsible for the implementation of the
board’s strategy and day-to-day running
of the charity’s activities, policies and
procedures.
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Awarding grants
The Grants Oversight Committee and
Research Fellowships Committee are
responsible for the majority of our grantmaking activities. This involves implementing
grant-making strategies and reviewing
significant grant applications. Some smaller
grant applications may be considered and
approved by the Chief Executive and/or Head
of Grants where appropriate.
Further expenditure is managed by selected
members of staff at Imperial College
Healthcare NHS Trust – known as fund
advisers – under delegated authority from
the trustees. For more information about
Fund Adviser Special Purpose Funds, please
turn to page 19.
Our trustees
The current members of the Board of
Trustees are:
Independent
David Crundwell (Chair)
Kevin Bone (appointed 13 January 2021)
Robert Creighton
Anita Donley OBE
Ngozi Erondu
Valerie Jolliffe
Caroline Lien
Tingting Peng (appointed 13 January 2021)

Representing Imperial College Healthcare
NHS Trust
Michelle Dixon (Director of Communications)
Julian Redhead (Medical Director)
Nick Ross CBE (Non-Executive Director)

Head of Office
Louise Stephens

Our senior management team

Remuneration

The senior management team is responsible
for the day-to-day leadership of the charity,
the management of our staff and volunteers,
the delivery of our strategy and adherence to
our policies and procedures.

Our approach to remuneration is led by
reward principles in paying to attract and
retain staff who can deliver effectively in a
positive working environment. We take into
account external benchmarking, the charity
sector and industry as a whole, as well as our
overall financial performance, and reference
CPI and reward trends. The Board of Trustees
considers the remuneration on an annual
basis.

The team currently comprises the following
members of staff:
Chief Executive
Ian Lush OBE
Director of Development
Hayley Pannick
Director of Finance
Andrew Kaponi
Head of Arts
Lucy Zacaria
Head of Communications
Jack Dixon
Head of Grants
Francesca Ferro

Head of Volunteering
Sam Morris

During the year we appointed an external
consultancy provider to help us establish
a more formal pay and grading structure
based on principles of fairness, transparency
and affordability, which rewarded individual
performance and maintained budgetary
control. Following a review, we implemented
a seven-band pay structure each with a
pay range covering five levels, with annual
progression determined by performance.
Banking, investment and auditors
Bank
National Westminster Bank
First Floor, Natwest Bank
PO Box 2A
69 Baker Street
London, W1U 6AT
Investment
UBS AG
Wealth Management
5 Broadgate
London, EC2M 2AN
Auditors

Volunteers stock a pop-up shop with free essentials
for NHS staff at Hammersmith Hospital.

Moore Kingston Smith LLP
60 Goswell Road
London, EC1M 7AD

Policies
Our fundraising pledge
The trust and confidence of our supporters is
very important to us. It is only thanks to their
generosity that we can continue to help our
hospitals do more and we value each and
every contribution to our fundraising efforts.
To each of our supporters, we pledge the
following. We will:
• follow all recognised codes of fundraising
practice and other guidelines that
prescribe best practice fundraising
standard for the UK charity sector (we
are registered with the Fundraising
Regulator and comply with all UK charity
laws and regulations)
• ensure the way in which we communicate
with our supporters is considerate and
reasonable
• never sell our supporters’ personal
information or share them with another
organisation
• be transparent in making clear how our
supporters’ money is spent through our
website, newsletters and in disclosures
in our publicly available audited
accounts
• acknowledge and thank supporters for
their donations as a sign of our
appreciation
• respond to any complaints in a timely
and respectful fashion
• take special care in our contact with
supporters who may be old, infirm
or vulnerable.
During the year we received no complaints
related to our fundraising activities.
Code of behaviour
We believe that nobody – either our
people or the people we support –
should ever experience abuse of
any kind, regardless of age, disability,
gender, race, religious belief, sexual
orientation or identity. This includes but is
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not limited to neglect, physical, sexual and
emotional abuse.
We communicate these principles to our
staff, volunteers and partner organisations
by issuing a pocket-sized code of behaviour
document – ‘the green card’ – which includes
a list of behaviours that we expect them
to follow. The card also includes advice on
safeguarding.
In the last year we have delivered training
sessions for our staff and they are expected
to carry their ‘green card’ with them at all
times. Our people are encouraged to report
any concerns relating to breaches of the
code and/or the safety and welfare of people
with whom they come into contact when
representing us.
Equal opportunities policy
We are committed to promoting equality of
opportunity for all our staff and those who
apply to join our team. We aim to create a
working environment in which everyone is
able to make best use of their skills, free from
discrimination or harassment, and in which
all decisions are based on merit.
We don’t discriminate against staff or job
applicants on the basis of age, disability,
gender reassignment, marital or civil partner
status, pregnancy or maternity, race, colour,
nationality, ethnic or national origin, religion
or belief, sex or sexual orientation.
The principles of non-discrimination and
equality of opportunity also apply to the way
in which staff treat visitors, clients, customers,
suppliers, former staff members and the
public.
Equality, diversity and inclusion
We are committed to valuing the
contribution of a diverse workforce and
providing outstanding services to meet the
needs of stakeholders and individuals in line
with our equal opportunities policy.
We provide support to members of staff
through learning and development
opportunities so that they can participate
fully in the workforce. Our staff are also given
appropriate access to training to enable them
50
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to progress within the organisation and all
promotion decisions are made on the basis of
merit.
In order to help us create a culture of
inclusion, we have participated in a
programme of work to provide additional
equality, diversity and inclusion training for
our senior management team and all line
managers, with all other staff also given the
opportunity to participate.
Privacy statement
We are committed to ensuring the privacy of
our staff, supporters, volunteers and partners
is protected. When we collect personal
information, we commit to keeping this
information safe.
In accordance with the Data Protection Act
2018, our privacy statement sets out how we
collect and use personal information, and
why this is important in enabling us to fulfil
our charitable objectives.
Our privacy statement is available to read in
full on our website.
Safeguarding
We are committed to the safeguarding and
protection of children and adults at risk in
our work and will do everything possible
to ensure that only those who are suitable
to work with these vulnerable groups are
recruited to work for us.
Mandatory safeguarding training is required
of all our staff and volunteers and we have
designated members of staff as
safeguarding lead and deputy lead.
We also carry out safer recruitment
practices when appointing staff and
volunteers to roles.
Volunteering policy
We aim to develop an instantly recognisable
community of volunteers who are visibly
making a positive difference to the
experience of patients, visitors and staff at
the Trust’s hospitals. We want volunteers to
feel valued and well supported as part of the
team and to truly live our values in their roles.

Charity staff plan the delivery of hot meals to staff at
Hammersmith Hospital as part of our Covid-19 response.

We want staff to be able to understand, work
with and support volunteers to help them
make a difference for patients. At our core
we believe that the role of a volunteer within
the NHS environment is to add value to the
work of paid professionals, not to replace jobs,
cover gaps or cut costs.
Our volunteering policy sets out our
commitment to managing a high-quality
volunteering programme and the methods
through which we will do this, to ensure that
both volunteers and our hospitals benefit
from the experience. The policy is available to
read in full on our website.
Workplace mental health and wellbeing
policy
We aim to create a workplace culture
that promotes and supports the health
and wellbeing of all our staff. This involves
addressing and tackling factors that may
have a negative impact on mental health,
ensuring managers have the right skills
to support staff, providing support and
guidance for any staff member experiencing
mental health issues, encouraging
the employment of people who have
experienced mental ill health and recognising
that workplace stress is a health and safety
issue.

In addition, our policy highlights the value
of physical activity and healthy eating for
managing stress and maintaining wellbeing.
Principal risks and uncertainties
Effective risk management is fundamental in
enabling us to deliver our strategy and ensure
the charity remains strong and sustainable
in the long term. With the support of our
committees and senior management team,
the trustees consider significant strategic and
operational risks on an ongoing basis.
We have a robust process in place to help
us identify and manage the principal risks
we face as an organisation, and the trustees
are satisfied that appropriate systems and
procedures are in place to mitigate and
manage these risks.
Our prinicipal risks and their key mitigations
are:
• Covid-19
The most significant risk is the ongoing
uncertainty caused by the global Covid-19
pandemic. Due to restrictions on visitors
and non-essential staff accessing the Trust’s
hospitals, many of our normal charitable
activities have been disrupted and we have
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had to plan alternative ways to deliver our
grants, arts and volunteering programmes
for the benefit of patients and NHS staff. In
addition, we anticipate a degree of continued
disruption to the organisation of physical
fundraising activities, including mass
participation sponsorship events, which were
not possible to stage during the entirety of
the 2020/21 year.
Although this uncertainty will lead to a
challenging fundraising climate for 2021/22,
we have taken on board significant learning
from the previous year during which time
a range of alternative fundraising activities
were trialled, including a number of virtual
and online events.
Within the hospitals, we were able to
rapidly adapt our volunteering programme
to provide significant and meaningful
support to staff and patients throughout the
pandemic and we continue to work with the
Trust to identify opportunities to reintroduce
volunteers into more traditional, ward-based
roles as restrictions gradually ease.
We remain in a strong financial position
to weather the impact of any further
coronavirus waves and significant steps
have been taken to enable our staff to work
remotely for as long as this may be necessary.

In conjunction with the senior management
team, the trustees continue to monitor the
situation on an ongoing basis with a primary
focus on ensuring that, as far as is possible,
we are able to continue delivering our
charitable activities in line with our strategic
objectives.

• Reputational risks

• Financial performance

To avoid inappropriate or unethical use
of charitable funds, all grant applications
are scrutinised for ethical issues. In certain
circumstances, charitable funds are
disseminated in accordance with a donor’s
specific wishes, within reason, or the stated
aims of a particular campaign or fund.

In order to continue our charitable activities,
we are reliant on our two main sources of
income: our investment returns and our
fundraised income. Failure to meet our
targets for either or both of these presents a
significant risk.
We anticipate our investments will continue
to fluctuate during the year. However, we
hold strong reserves and a strong cash
position. Income from community and
events fundraising is likely to be affected
during the year ahead and we have
developed alternative plans to generate
additional income, including virtual
fundraising events, online fundraising and
enhancing promotional activities within the
Trust’s hospitals.

Given the nature of our work, reputational
risks may arise from our fundraising and
grant-making activities, or our arts and
volunteering programmes. However, plans
are in place to mitigate these risks as far as
reasonably possible.

In addition, we are registered with the
Fundraising Regulator and adhere to its code
of conduct. We also have our own ethical
fundraising policy and do not use external
agencies for any of our fundraising activities.
The trustees have oversight of charitable
spending and provide appropriate scrutiny
of grant awards. Additional responsibility
is delegated to the Grants Oversight
Committee.
• Information and data security
Our IT support is outsourced to a national
provider, which is ISO27001 accredited, and
our cloud-based databases are stored off-site
by a software provider, which is also ISO27001
accredited. In accordance with the Data
Protection Act 2018, our privacy statement
sets out how we collect and use personal
information. Our staff receive appropriate
training and information regarding data
protection procedures on an ongoing basis
and all reasonable steps are taken to protect
the security of personal information.
• Delegation of authority to fund advisers

NHS staff at St Mary's Hospital care for Covid patients
wearing PPE at the peak of the pandemic.

Responsibility for the day-to-day
management of certain funds is delegated
to designated fund advisers, meaning that
decisions regarding a proportion of our funds
are managed by NHS staff outside our direct
control. Only senior members of NHS staff
with an appropriate level of responsibility
in a relevant service are approved as fund
advisers and all expenditure is checked
against the stated purposes of the relevant

fund before awards are approved. Goods and
services are usually procured through the
Trust’s procurement system to ensure value
for money and compliance with any relevant
policies.
A programme of work to engage with
and support fund advisers to carry out
their responsibilities more effectively has
progressed during the last year with plans
in place to develop these activities further in
2021/22.
• Health and safety risks to staff and 		
volunteers
The realities of managing our charitable
activities within the context of the coronavirus
pandemic has inevitably presented risks
related to the health, safety and wellbeing
of our staff and volunteers. Throughout the
crisis, however, we have acted with caution
and care to minimise the risk to individuals
while ensuring our activities can continue at
a time when they have been more valuable to
our beneficiaries than ever before.
Most of our physical grants, arts and
fundraising activities within the hospitals
were suspended throughout the 2020/21 year
and our main office was closed, enabling the
vast majority of our staff to work remotely.
However, a core group of staff, supported by
a team of redeployed colleagues during the
first quarter of the year, were required to work
from the hospital sites in order to co-ordinate
a revised programme of volunteering
activities.
Full and thorough individual risk assessments
were undertaken to mitigate the risk of our
staff and volunteers becoming infected with
or spreading the virus, and we will continue
to manage this process with caution in the
year ahead as we consider enabling all our
staff to return to office working in line with
government guidance.
Recognising the highly unusual and
challenging working conditions for staff living
in isolation and working remotely for long
periods of time, we also provided significant
additional mental health and wellbeing
support through a dedicated working group
comprising staff from across the organisation.
The activities of this group are planned to
continue into 2021/22.
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Statement of trustees’
responsibilities
The trustees are responsible for preparing
the Report of the Trustees and the financial
statements in accordance with applicable law
and United Kingdom Accounting Standards
(United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).
Company law requires the trustees to prepare
financial statements for each financial period
that give a true and fair view of the state
of affairs of the charitable company and of
the incoming resources and application
of resources, including the income and
expenditure of the charitable company for
that period.

They are also responsible for safeguarding
the assets of the charitable company and
hence for taking reasonable steps for the
prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.
In so far as the trustees are aware:
• there is no relevant audit 				
information of which the charitable 		
company’s auditor is unaware

In preparing those financial statements, the
trustees are required to:

• the trustees have taken all the steps 		
that they ought to have taken to 			
make themselves aware of any
relevant audit information and to 			
establish that the auditor is aware of 		
that information.

• select suitable accounting policies 		
and then apply them consistently

The Trustees’ Annual Report is approved by
the trustees of the charity.

• comply with applicable accounting 		
standards, including FRS 102, 			
subject to any material departures
		
disclosed and explained in the 			
financial statements

Approved by the trustees on Monday 1
November 2021 and signed on their behalf by:

• state whether a Statement of 			
Recommended Practice (SORP)			
applies and has been followed, 			
subject to any material departures 		
which are explained in the financial 		
statements
• make judgements and estimates 			
that are reasonable and prudent
• prepare the financial statements 			
on a going concern basis unless it 		
is inappropriate to presume that the 		
charitable company will continue in 		
business.

David Crundwell
Chair of Trustees

The trustees are responsible for keeping
proper accounting records, which disclose
with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of the charitable company
and to enable them to ensure that the
financial statements comply with the
Companies Act 2006.
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Financial review
and statements

Financial review

Income and expenditure (past three years)

Charitable expenditure

During the year we continued to manage
our investment portfolio and increase
our voluntary income in order to facilitate
our charitable activities and day-to-day
operations.
Thanks to the generosity of our supporters
and the ongoing efforts of our staff and
volunteers, we generated income totalling
£7.1m during the year and spent over £9.5m
helping our hospitals do more through
our grant-making, arts and volunteering
activities.
All figures in £000’s		
Total income
Cost of raising funds
Amount available for hospitals
% income available

2020/21

% +/- 2019/20

7,125

+13%

6,292

(1,294)

+35%

(1,993)

5,832

+35%

4,299

82%

68%

Hospital spend:
Grants
Fund advisers
Arts
Volunteering
Deficit

(6,293)

+60%

(3,938)

(1,176)

-47%

(2,199)

(884)

+54%

(572)

(1,222)

+76%

(693)

(3,741)

(3,102)

Income
We are reliant on voluntary contributions
from our supporters as our principal source
of income and without these generous
donations we would not be able to sustain
our charitable activities. We are therefore
extremely grateful to everyone who has
generously contributed to support our work
during the year, in particular those who
donated or raised funds in aid of our Covid-19
Relief Fund.

The award of grants to support healthcare
projects for the benefit of patients and staff
at Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
and the wider population of north west
London continues to be our principal area
of charitable expenditure. However, we
also invested in our arts and volunteering
activities over the course of the year in order
to provide additional support in response to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Balance sheet
Our total funds increased by £11.6m from
£79.5m to £91.1m over the course of the year
due to investment gains. This comprises
£43.9m in endowment funds, £1.3m in
restricted funds, and £45.9m in unrestricted
funds. After designation, free reserves stood
at £31.6m (31 March 2020: £16m).
Investments
The investment portfolio has a long-term
total return target of CPI +4.5%. There is
no separate income target. The trustees
rely on specialist advice for fund selection
and allocation. The performance of our
investment managers and portfolio is
monitored by the Finance Committee, a
sub-committee of the Board of Trustees. We
take care to ensure the investment portfolio
is not exposed to investments that may be
inconsistent with our mission and objectives.
To this end, direct or indirect investment in
the tobacco industry is not permitted.

Although income from legacies has fallen
compared to 2019/20, the total value of
donations received has increased by over
£2m this year.

Overall, the portfolio performed well during
the year. Investment values bounced back
from the lows in March 2020 at the beginning
of the Covid-19 pandemic. Income is down
compared to last year in line with dividends
not performing as strongly globally.

Income from our investment portfolio was
lower than last year, which is reflective of
the performance of the market in general
as a result of the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic.

The investment objective of our portfolio is
to provide real growth over a 10-year horizon.
The portfolio comprises bonds, equity and
cash and its value at year end was £69.9m up £15.9m from the year before.
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The portfolio generated a total return, net
of fees, of 30% (2019/20: -8.4%) against a
reporting benchmark of 26% (2019/20: -7.7%).
The five-year performance shows a total
return of 9% (2019/20: 3.3%) against a
reporting benchmark of 9% (2019/20: 3.6%).
In addition, a cash deposit is held of £8.5m,
down £0.49m from the year before. This is
made up of readily available cash where the
capital is protected but attracts low interest
rates.
Reserves
The trustees consider the key measure of
sustainability to be the current and future
liquidity cover, rather than making a surplus
or deficit on operating activities. A further
key measure is the maintenance of the real
value of the investment portfolio for future
generations after disbursing 4.5% return. If we

exceed a return of 4.5% this will be used to
build income generation for the future. The
portfolio has achieved its goal of a 4.5% return
and the trustees have set an appropriate
reserves policy relating to liquidity based on
the relationship between liquid assets and
cash required to cover grants awarded and to
sustain our future operations.
Grant liabilities and endowments at yearend are valued at £59.2m and our current
operations are costing £3.2m before making
further grants. As a consequence, the
minimum cash and assets convertible to
cash needed to meet the liquidity cover set
by the trustees is £62.4m. Net assets at the
year-end are valued at £91.1m. The investment
portfolio, cash deposits and cash at bank
at the year-end are valued at £97.4m. The
minimum cover has therefore been met and
we have demonstrated our ability to meet
our commitments and operations for the
next 12 months.
Outlook

Investment performance (past five years)

The Covid-19 pandemic has significantly
changed the outlook for the charity and its
operations. Our focus remains on helping our
hospitals and the wider population of north
west London respond to the impact of the
pandemic and, to this end, we are focused on
making further funding available to support
this work as appropriate. We do anticipate
further volatility in our investment values and
a reduction of income generated from the
portfolio. However, financially, the charity is
stable and able to meet the new demands
placed upon it.
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Auditor's report

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE
MEMBERS OF IMPERIAL HEALTH CHARITY
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of
Imperial Health Charity (‘the company’) for
the year ended 31 March 2021 which comprise
the Statement of Financial Activities, the
Balance Sheet, the Cash Flow Statement and
notes to the financial statements, including
a summary of significant accounting
policies. The financial reporting framework
that has been applied in their preparation
is applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards, including FRS 102
‘The Financial Reporting Standard Applicable
in the UK and Republic of Ireland’ (United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice).
In our opinion the financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the state of the
charitable company’s affairs as at 31 March
2021 and of its incoming resources and
application of resources, including its
income and expenditure, for the year then
ended;
• have been properly prepared in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Companies Act 2006.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing
(UK) (ISAs(UK)) and applicable law. Our
responsibilities under those standards
are further described in the Auditor’s
Responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements section of our report. We are
independent of the charitable company in
accordance with the ethical requirements
that are relevant to our audit of the financial
statements in the UK, including the FRC’s
Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our
other ethical responsibilities in accordance
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with these requirements. We believe that the
audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion.
Conclusions relating to going concern
In auditing the financial statements, we
have concluded that the trustees’ use of the
going concern basis of accounting in the
preparation of the financial statements is
appropriate.
Based on the work we have performed,
we have not identified any material
uncertainties relating to events or conditions
that, individually or collectively, may
cast significant doubt on the charitable
company's ability to continue as a going
concern for a period of at least twelve months
from when the financial statements are
authorised for issue.
Our responsibilities and the responsibilities
of the trustees with respect to going concern
are described in the relevant sections of this
report.
Other information
The other information comprises the
information included in the annual report,
other than the financial statements and our
auditor’s report thereon. The trustees are
responsible for the other information. Our
opinion on the financial statements does
not cover the other information and, except
to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in
our report, we do not express any form of
assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial
statements, our responsibility is to read the
other information and, in doing so, consider
whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the financial statements
or our knowledge obtained in the audit or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If we identify such material inconsistencies
or apparent material misstatements, we
are required to determine whether there

is a material misstatement in the financial
statements or a material misstatement of
the other information. If, based on the work
we have performed, we conclude that there
is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that
fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Opinions on other matters prescribed by the
Companies Act 2006
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken
in the course of the audit:
• the information given in the trustees’
annual report for the financial year for
which the financial statements are
prepared is consistent with the financial
statements; and
• the trustees’ annual report has been
prepared in accordance with applicable
legal requirements.
Matters on which we are required to report
by exception
In the light of the knowledge and
understanding of the company and its
environment obtained in the course of
the audit, we have not identified material
misstatements in the trustees’ annual report.
We have nothing to report in respect of the
following matters where the Companies Act
2006 requires us to report to you if, in our
opinion:
• adequate accounting records have not
been kept, or returns adequate for our
audit have not been received from
branches not visited by us; or
• the financial statements are not in
agreement with the accounting records
and returns; or
• certain disclosures of trustees’
remuneration specified by law are not
made; or
• we have not received all the information
and explanations we require for our audit;
or

• the trustees were not entitled to take
advantage of the small companies exemption
from preparing a Strategic Report.
Responsibilities of trustees
As explained more fully in the trustees’
responsibilities statement set out on page
54, the trustees (who are also the directors
of the charitable company for the purposes
of company law) are responsible for the
preparation of the financial statements and
for being satisfied that they give a true and
fair view, and for such internal control as the
trustees determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the
trustees are responsible for assessing the
charitable company’s ability to continue as
a going concern, disclosing, as applicable,
matters related to going concern and using
the going concern basis of accounting unless
the trustees either intend to liquidate the
charitable company or to cease operations, or
have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the
financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a
guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error
and are considered material if, individually
or in aggregate, they could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions
of users taken on the basis of these financial
statements.
Irregularities, including fraud, are instances
of non-compliance with laws and regulations.
We design procedures in line with our
responsibilities, outlined above, to detect
material misstatements in respect of
irregularities, including fraud. The extent
to which our procedures are capable of
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detecting irregularities, including fraud is
detailed below.
Explanation as to what extent the audit was
capable of detecting irregularities, including
fraud
The objectives of our audit in respect of fraud,
are; to identify and assess the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements
due to fraud; to obtain sufficient appropriate
audit evidence regarding the assessed risks of
material misstatement due to fraud, through
designing and implementing appropriate
responses to those assessed risks; and to
respond appropriately to instances of fraud or
suspected fraud identified during the audit.
However, the primary responsibility for the
prevention and detection of fraud rests with
both management and those charged with
governance of the charitable company.
Our approach was as follows:
• We obtained an understanding of the legal
and regulatory requirements applicable to
the charitable company and considered that
the most significant are the Companies Act
2006, the Charities Act 2011, the Charity SORP,
and UK financial reporting standards as
issued by the Financial Reporting Council.
• We obtained an understanding of how
the charitable company complies with
these requirements by discussions with
management and those charged with
governance.
• We assessed the risk of material
misstatement of the financial statements,
including the risk of material misstatement
due to fraud and how it might occur, by
holding discussions with management and
those charged with governance.
• We inquired of management and those
charged with governance as to any known
instances of non-compliance or suspected
non-compliance with laws and regulations.
• Based on this understanding, we designed
specific appropriate audit procedures to
identify instances of non-compliance with
laws and regulations. This included making
enquiries of management and those
charged with governance and obtaining
additional corroborative evidence as
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required.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs
(UK) we exercise professional judgement
and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and
perform audit procedures responsive to
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal
control relevant to the audit in order to
design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purposes of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the charitable
company’s internal control.

underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with
governance regarding, among other matters,
the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any
significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.
Use of our report
This report is made solely to the charitable
company's members, as a body, in
accordance with Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the
Companies Act 2006. Our audit work has
been undertaken so that we might state to
the company’s members those matters we
are required to state to them in an auditor’s
report and for no other purpose. To the fullest
extent permitted by law, we do not accept
or assume responsibility to any party other
than the charitable company and charitable
company's members as a body, for our audit
work, for this report, or for the opinions we
have formed.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the trustees.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of the
trustees’ use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant
doubt on the charitable company’s
ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists,
we are required to draw attention in our
auditor’s report to the related disclosures in
the financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our
opinion. Our conclusions are based on the
audit evidence obtained up to the date of
our auditor’s report. However, future events
or conditions may cause the charitable
company to cease to continue as a going
concern.

Luke Holt (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of Moore Kingston Smith
LLP, Statutory Auditor			
Devonshire House
60 Goswell Road
London
EC1M 7AD
Date:

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure
and content of the financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether
the financial statements represent the
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Statement of financial activity

Balance sheet

Company reg. number 9999900

Company reg. number 9999900

2021

Note

Unrestricted
funds

Restricted
funds

Endowment
funds

Total

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

2020

2021

£’000’s

Income from:

Note

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

5

1,890

-

-

1,890

1,891

6

40,091

532

47,226

87,848

73,457

41,981

532

47,226

89,739

75,348

1,106

-

-

1,106

1,579

5,919

2,441

145

8,505

9,000

4,905

425

-

5,330

3,160

Legacies

2

272

5

-

277

451

125

-

-

125

241

1,394

-

-

1,394

1,689

Current assets

-

-

-

-

750

Debtors

6,695

430

-

7,125

6,292

Other trading activities
3
3.2

Total income

Total fixed assets

7

Cash investments
Cash at bank and in hand

Expenditure

10

Total current assets
4

1,255

-

39

1,294

5,969

(1,413)

(3,489)

1,068

1,112

12,995

1,029

(3,344)

10,679

11,691

9,034

263

-

9,297

7,537

3,960

766

(3,344)

1,382

4,154

45,941

1,298

43,882

91,120

79,502

1,993

Charitable activities:

Creditors: amounts due within one year

Grants

4

6,296

(3)

-

6,293

3,938

Fund Adviser

4

1,144

31

-

1,176

2,199

Arts activities

4

884

-

-

884

572

Volunteers

4

1,224

-

-

1,224

693

10,804

28

39

10,871

9,394

Total expenditure

Total

Investments

2

Raising funds

Endowment
funds

Tangible fixed assets

Donations

Other

Restricted
funds

Fixed assets

Voluntary sources:

Investments

Unrestricted
funds

2020

8

Net current assets
Net assets
Funds

Net gains/(losses) on investments

7,758

-

7,606

15,364

(4,003)

Net (expenditure)/income

3,650

402

7,567

11,618

(7,105)

Transfers between funds

9,511

(326)

(9,185)

-

-

Net movement in funds

13,161

75

(1,618)

11,618

(7,105)

Reconciliation of funds
Funds balances brought forward

32,780

1,222

45,500

79,502

86,607

Total funds carried forward

45,941

1,298

43,882

91,120

79,502

Endowment funds:
Permanent

12

-

-

391

391

391

Expendable

12

-

-

43,491

43,491

45,109

12

-

1,298

-

1,298

1,222

Restricted funds
Unrestricted funds:
Designated funds

12

12,455

-

-

12,445

14,743

General funds

12

33,495

-

-

33,495

18,036

45,941

1,298

43,882

91,120

79,502

Total funds

Approved by the Board of Trustees on Monday 1 November 2021.

David Crundwell
Chair of Trustees
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Cash flow statement

Notes to the financial statements

For the year ended 31 March 2021

2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

(2,112)

(5,442)

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net cash used in operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Dividends, interest and rents from investments

1,394

1,689

(2,034)

965

(58)

(455)

(21,375)

(32,879)

23,646

31,910

1,573

1,230

Movement in cash investments

495

3,500

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents

(44)

(712)

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 April

1,112

1,824

1,068

1,112

Movement in cash held as investments
Purchase of tangible fixed assets
Purchase of investments
Proceeds from sale of investments
Net cash provided by investing activities
Management of liquid resources:

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 March
Reconciliation of net cash flows from operating activities
Net (expenditure)/income
Depreciation
Losses/(gains) on investments
FX losses on investments
Dividends, interest and rents from investments
Decrease in debtors
Increase/(decrease) in creditors
Net cash used in operating activities

The notes on pages 66 - 81 form part of these financial statements.
The charity has no net debt and accordingly no net debt note has been presented.

11,618

(7,105)

59

37

(15,733)

4,003

1,105

1,404

(1,394)

(1,689)

473

60

1,760

(2,151)

(2,112)

(5,442)

1. Accounting policies
The Statement of compliance
The financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with the
Statement of Recommended Practice
“Accounting and Reporting by Charities
preparing their accounts in accordance
with Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of
Ireland (FRS102)” (SORP). They also
comply with the reporting requirements
of the Companies Act 2006 and Charities
Act 2011. The Charity constitutes a public
benefit entity as defined by FRS 102.
Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been
prepared on a going concern basis,
under the historical cost convention,
as modified by the revaluation of
investments.
The financial statements are prepared in
sterling, which is the functional currency
of the charity. Monetary amounts in
these financial statements are rounded
to the neared one thousand pounds. The
principal accounting policies applied
in the preparation of the financial
statements are set out below.
These policies have been consistently
applied to all the years presented. The
trustees have assessed whether the use
of the going concern basis is appropriate
and have considered possible events or
conditions that might cast significant
doubt on the ability of the charity to
continue as a going concern.
The outbreak pf Covid-19 and its impact
has meant that the Trustees and Senior
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Management Team have been reviewing
financial plans for the next 12 months
to ensure the Charity can continue its
essential work helping Imperial College
Healthcare Trust and remain a going
concern. Given the strength of the
balance sheet and the Charity being
well placed to raise funding, the Trustees
believe that it is appropriate to consider
the Charity can continue on a going
concern basis.
Income
Income is recognised and included in
the statement of financial activities
when the Charity has entitlement to the
income, it is probable that the income
will be received, and the amount can
be measured reliably. Income received
relating to future accounting periods is
deferred and recognised as a creditor
within the balance sheet.
All income is included in the statement
of financial activities when all of the
following criteria are met:
• Donations (including those raised
through volunteer and fund adviser
fundraising) are recognised when
income has been received. Gift Aid on
donations is accrued when there is a
valid declaration from the donor
• Legacy income is recognised when the
Charity has entitlement to the income,
receipt is probable, and the income
can be reliably measured. For most of
the legacy’s entitlement is determined
when probate has been granted. Where
probate information is not available or
probate is not required to execute an
estate, a date of entitlement is estimated
based on advice.
• Gifts in kind are recognised as income
and expenditure at the market rate of the
goods or services provided.
• Investment income is made up of
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dividends, rental income and interest.
Dividends are recognised once the
dividend has been declared and the right
to receive payment has been established.
Rental income is recognised on an
accrual’s basis. Interest on funds held on
deposit is included when receivable and
the amount can be measured reliably by
the Charity.
• The Charity has issued a finance lease
to Thames Valley Housing for part of
the Burlington Danes site. The future
minimum lease payments have been
accrued and a finance lease debtor has
been recognised. The term of the lease
is 125 years from date of issue, upon
expiration the land reverts back to the
Charity.
Expenditure
Expenditure is recognised when there
is a legal or constructive obligation that
commit the Charity to that expenditure,
it is probable that settlement will be
required, and the obligation can be
measured reliably.
Expenditure is classified under the
following activity headings:
• Cost of raising funds (donations and
legacies) comprise costs incurred in
generating donation and legacy income,
including fundraising staff costs and
fundraising marketing costs.

drawn down are written back six months
after the agreed start date of the project.
Direct costs, including directly
attributable salaried, are allocated on an
actual basis to each expenditure heading.
Shared costs are allocated, where
appropriate, across different expenditure
headings.
Governance costs relate to the
management of the Charities assets,
organisational administration and
compliance with constitutional and
statutory requirements. Support costs
are costs incurred which are not directly
attributable to charitable fundraising.
Governance and support costs have
been allocated to expenditure headings
on the direct cost basis and headcount.
Irrecoverable VAT is included within the
expense items to which it relates.
Tangible Fixed Assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at costs
which includes the original purchase
price and the costs attributable to
bringing the asset to working condition
for its intended use. Depreciation is
calculated on a straight-line basis.
The cost of fixed assets is written off
over their estimated useful lives at the
following rates:

• Charitable expenditure includes costs
of grants awards and other direct costs
incurred towards achieving the Charity’s
objectives.

• Freehold property: over 50 years

Grants expenditure is recognised in the
year of award and when communicated
to the recipient in line with the SORP.

• Plant and equipment: over 5 years.

Balances remaining on grant awards
which are not drawn down in full are
written back six months after the end of
the award period. Those which are not
68
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• Short leasehold property: over the life of
the lease

The Charity only capitalises items
costing more than £1,000. However, if
components or equipment, such as
computers and furniture, are acquired
with unit costs below £1,000, then these
groups of assets are collectively

capitalised at the time of purchase.
Art collection is not depreciated, as the
Charity conserves the works throughout
the year, negating any decrease in value
through wear and tear.
A revaluation of the artwork was
undertaken by Coram James Limited in
2019, these works were valued at market
value based on a comparison of prices
achieved at auction.
Additions to the collection during the
year comprises purchases and donated
works (gifts in kind) these are shown at
purchase cost or equivalent purchase
cost.
Investment
Investments are initially recognised at
transaction value and subsequently
measured at fair value as at the balance
sheet date using the closing market bid
price.
The statement of financial activities
includes the net unrealised gains and
losses arising from disposals throughout
the year. Realised gains and losses are
calculated as the difference between
sale proceeds and the opening carrying
value or the purchase value if acquired in
the same financial year as disposal of the
asset.
Unrealised gains and losses are
calculated as the difference between
the fair value at the year end and the
opening carrying value or purchase value
if acquired in the financial year.
Property assets are shown at fair value.
Valuation gains and losses are recorded
in the statement of financial activities
with the balance sheet reflecting the
revalued amounts.
Burlington Danes is valued on the basis
of capitalised rents and if reversionary,

future income streams at appropriate
multipliers. The resulting value has then
been checked against comparable recent
market transactions on arm’s length
terms.
Winsland Street is valued on the basis of
a combination of rent to 2040, and net
present value of the reversion after expiry
of the lease.
The Charity holds a small freehold
property at Enford Street, which is valued
on the basis of an estimated value for
redevelopment, on the assumption the
Charity owns good title and that Imperial
College Healthcare NHS Trust would not
claim adverse possession.
The Charity also owns a Royal Albert Hall
box, which is shown at an approximate
market value (£315k) based on previous
sales of similar boxes. The sale prices are
provided by the Royal Albert Hall and
the Trustees have estimated the market
value based on those sales. The Trustees
appreciate given the uniqueness of the
boxes, that a true market value will only
ever be determined by sale, at auction.
Last valuation was undertaken in 2019 by
Cluttons, who are a member of the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors and
the trustees are satisfied that the 2019
valuations remain materially accurate.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash
in hand, cash held in current accounts
with UK bank is readily realisable
short-term fixed interest investments
managed on behalf of the Charity by
CCLA and UBS.
Financial instruments
The charity only has financial assets and
financial liabilities of a kind that qualify as
basic financial instruments.
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Basic financial instruments are initially
recognised at transaction value and
subsequently measured at their
settlement value.
Pensions
Most employees are members of a
defined contribution pension plan. A
defined contribution plan is a pension
plan under which the charity pays fixed
contributions into a separate entity.
Once the contributions have been paid
the charity has no further payment
obligations. Contributions are chargeable
to the SOFA in the period to which they
relate.

third party valuers. The latest valuation
was provided by Coram James Ltd in
March 2019. Additions during the year
have been included at cost which is
deemed to also be their market value.
• The Royal Albert Hall investment
property has been valued with reference
to prices of comparable properties.
Although a direct comparison is not
possible due to their uniqueness.
The other investment properties are also
included at market valuations, which
have been based on assumptions as
outlined on page 68.

Notes to the financial statements

2. Donations and legacies
2021

Unrestricted
funds

Restricted
funds

Endowment
funds

Total

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

Donations from individuals

2,336

15

2,351

1,006

Corporate donations

1,086

32

1,118

474

Trust awards

1,479

378

1,856

1,680

5

-

5

-

Donations

Grants receivable
Legacies
Total

The assets of the plan are held separately
from the charity in independently
administered funds.

Rents payable under operating leases
are charged to the statement of financial
activities on a straight-line basis over the
lease term. Benefits received as a lease
incentive are credited to the statement
of financial activities, to reduce the lease
expense on a straight-line basis over the
lease term.

272

5

277

451

5,177

430

5,607

3,612
-

Donations from individuals
Donations over £1,000
Small donations under £1,000

Operating lease

2020

1,344

6

1,351

612

33

-

33

167

Donations from events

850

9

859

146

In memoriam

108

0

108
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Gifts in kind
Total

-

-

-

11

2,336

15

2,351

1,006

1,061

32

1,093

432

Corporate donations
Donations over £1,000
Small donations under £1,000
Total

24

-

24

42

1,086

32

1,118

474

-

325

325

175

70

-

70

-

Trust awards

Key estimates and judgements
In preparing financial statements it is
necessary to make certain judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect
the amounts recognised in the financial
statements.
The following judgements and estimates
are considered by the trustees to have
most significant effect on amounts
recognised in the financial statements:
• Artwork as per note 5 is included at a
valuation based on reports provided by
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St Mary’s Development Trust
Health Education England
Bernard Coleman Trust

25

-

25

-

Other trusts and foundations

1,384

53

1,436

1,505

Total

1,479

378

1,856

1,680

Legacies
Mr Stanley Herman

210

-

210

-

Kenneth Charles Shovlar

100

-

100

-

Other legacies

(38)

5

(33)

451

Total

272

5

277

451

During the year the charity received a legacy of £253,167 on behalf of Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust,
a fellow NHS charity, in respect of an estate of which the charity is a fellow beneficiary. This legacy was immediately passed
on to Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust, the intended beneficiary, and has not been recognised as
income or expenditure in these financial statements. No balances were owing at the year end.
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3. Investment income
4. Expenditure
2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

Investment properties

330

328

Operating lease rentals

Listed stock exchange

465

608

0

7

2021

2020

£

£

384,216

371,491

Depreciation charge in the years

58,553

36,517

Audit fees

18,900

17,418

19,228

7,924

Gross expenditure is stated for the year after charging:

UK investments:

Cash held for investments
Current asset interest

10

71

806

1,014

588

672

1,394

1,686

Overseas investments
Listed stock exchange investments
Total

Tax fees

636

Trustee costs

No trustees were reimbursed for expenses, remunerated or received any other benefits (2020: nil). The trustees meetings
incurred nil expenses (2020: £122).

3.1 Operating lease income
Total future minimum lease receipts under non-cancellable operating leases for each of the following periods.
Total resources expended
2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

Within 1 year

157

216

After 1 year but before 5 years

351

420

1,228

1,316

After 5 years
Lease receipts recognised as income

Grants awarded
Investment manager's fees

£750,000 was received in 2019/20 as a settlement in a Right to Light claim with a developer near a property owned by the
charity.

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

-

5,114

1,175

77

-

-

Governance
costs

Support
costs

2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

168

47

-

84

6,587

4,955

-

-

-

-

77

77

Arts Volunteers

79

-

-

-

-

-

-

79

360

42

12

-

-

-

-

-

55

66

-

-

-

-

-

-

67

67

129

479

310

-

214

366

-

543

1,913

1,548

2

2

-

-

3

-

7

15

28

-

3

-

-

2

-

8

12

48

(5)

22

-

1

6

-

273

298

193

Professional fees
Staff costs
Recruitment
Office administration
Office rent

-

-

-

-

-

-

384

384

371

33

9

-

-

8

-

81

131

155

Insurance costs

-

-

-

19

-

-

12

31

19

Trustees’ expenses

-

-

-

-

-

19

-

19

8

Audit fees

-

-

-

-

-

2

17

19

18

Other costs

0

-

0

-

-

-

2

2

4

Bad debts written back

-

-

-

-

-

-

77

77

0

Information technology

Legal fees

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

8

FX difference on investments

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,105

1,105

1,404

708

5,473

1,176

403

432

21

2,659

10,871

9,394

586

820

-

482

791

(21)

(2,659)

-

-

1,294

6,293

1,176

884

1,224

-

-

10,871

9.394

Total expenditure
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Fund
adviser

Property management fees

Governance and support

72

Grants

Fundraising costs

Staff training

3.2 Other income

Cost of
raising
funds
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5. Tangible fixed assets

Staff costs and numbers
Gross pay

2021

2020

£1,533,436

£1,264,047

NI ER’s

£168,521

£136,040

Pension ER

£169,552

£148,353

£1,871,509

£1,548,440

36

32

Average number of employees

Equipment

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

1,506

70

82

274

1,932

58

-

-

-

58

1,564

70

82

274

1,990

Total

Value bfwd at 1 April:
At the beginning of the year

During the period no termination payments in respect of redundancies were made (2020: £6k).

Fittings &
Leasehold
furnishings improvements

Artworks

Additions at cost
Value cfwd at 31 March

The number of employees who earned more than £60,000 during the year was as follows:
2021

2020

No.

No.

At the beginning of the year

-

19

7

15

41

£60,000 - £69,999

2

-

Depreciation

-

17

11

31

59

£80,000 - £89,999

2

1

At the end of the year

-

36

17

46

99

£110,000 - £119,999

1

1
Net book value at the beginning of the year

1,506

51

76

258

1,891

Net book value at the end of the year

1,564

34

65

228

1,890

Key personnel comprise Chief Executive, Finance Director and Director of Development.

Depreciation and impairments:

Key personnel
Gross pay

£287,291

£249,856

NI ER’s

£36,969

£31,275

Pension ER

£27,509

£27,689

£351,768

£308,820
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7. Debtors
6. Fixed asset investments

2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

Quoted UK investments

61,012

16,167

Listed overseas investments

4,060

35,380

Private equity

2,054

1,740

Cash held
Total UBS portfolio
Investment properties
Total investments

1,011

458

68,137

53,745

19,711

19,711

87,848

73,456

Investments at market value
At the beginning of the year
Additions in the year
Less: disposals at market value

53,745

59,148

21,375

32,879

(23,646)

(31,910)

Movement in cash due to trading

2,074

(795)

Cash withdrawn

(1,144)

(1,575)

(Losses) / gains on investments

15,733

(4,003)

Market value at the end of the year

68,137

53,745

2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

599

648

Trade debtors

166

343

Bad debt provision

(77)

Finance lease debtors

Prepayments and accrued income
Other debtors
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287
302

1,106

1,579

2,000

2,100

Finance lease debtor
Gross investment in finance lease
Within 1 year

100

100

After 1 year but before 5 years

400

400

After 5 years

1,500

1,600

Unearned finance income

1,401

1,452

599

648

Present value of future minimum lease payments
Within 1 year

48

48

After 1 year but before 5 years

171

171

429

429

After 5 years

76

115
303
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8. Creditors: amounts falling due in less than one year

11. Analysis of net assets between funds

Accruals
Deferred income
Trade creditors
Other creditors

2021

2020

Restricted
funds

Endowment
funds

Designated
funds

General
funds

Total

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

8,684

6,943

-

-

1,448

443

1,890

(3)

7

460

567

156

20

9,297

7,537

Tangible fixed assets
Investments

534

47,226

7,565

32,523

87,848

Net current assets

764

(3,344)

3,433

529

1,382

1,298

43,882

12,445

33,495

91,120

Analysis of accruals
Grants accruals brought forward

6,943

9,373

Paid in year

(3,341)

(6,080)

Released in year

(5,867)

(2,206)

Grant accruals in year

10,781

5,242

Other accruals in year

168

464

-

150

8,684

6,794

Rent and service charge in year

9. Operating lease commitments
As at 31 March the ageing of total minimum lease payments was as follows:
2021

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

554

543

Payable between 1 and 5 years

1,651

1,775

Payable after more than 5 years

1,852

2,282

2021

Movement

2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

1,068

(44)

1,112

Payable within 1 year

10. Movement in cash and net debt

Cash in hand and at bank
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12. Funds analysis

12. Funds analysis (contd.)

1 April 2020

Income

Expenditure

Transfers

(Losses)
/ gains

31 March
2021

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

Endowed funds
Permanent endowment funds:
The Dresden Fund

a

79

-

-

-

-

79

Imperial College Hospitals Charity

b

Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust Nurses fund

c

251

-

-

-

-

251

61

-

-

-

-

61

391

-

-

-

-

391

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

Expendable endowment fund:
Imperial College Hospitals Charity

Note

d

Total endowed funds

45,109

-

39

(9,185)

7,606

43,491

45,500

-

39

(9,185)

7,606

43,882

The Dresden Fund is an endowment and restricted fund for the the benefit of patient hardship at the Trust.
The permanent endowment's investment return can be used for the general activities of the charity.
The permanent endowment's investment return can be used for the restricted use of training of nurses.
The expendable endowment's can be used for the general activities of the charity.
Specific fund that received income for St Mary's Hospital 150th anniversary and restricted for projects at St Mary's.
Various projects for which income is restricted or designated to use for specific healthcare purposes. These projects
are maintained by the charity.
Various projects for which income is restricted or designated to use for specific healthcare purposes. These projects
are maintained by the staff at the Trust.
Designated project for paediatric intensive care unit.
General funds held for the general activities of the charity.

Transfers between funds represent endowment income being transferred to funds where they can be used for general
activities. Other transfers relate to grants that were awarded by the charity being written back as they have not been used.

Restricted funds
Imperial College Hospitals Charity

f

512

385

(102)

(46)

-

954

The Dresden Fund

a

37

5

41

10

-

12

St Mary's 150th Anniversary Appeal Fund

e

-

-

(22)

(22)

-

-

Special purpose funds

f

533

7

81

(264)

-

194

Fund adviser funds

g

121

33

31

(4)

-

119

Imperial College Hospitals Charity:

Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust Nurses fund
Total restricted funds

19

-

-

-

-

19

1,222

430

28

(326)

-

1,298

(191)

-

3,636

Unrestricted funds
Designated funds
Imperial College Healthcare charity:
Special purpose funds

f

5,759

3,529

5,461

Fund adviser funds

g

6,679

1,145

1,050

32

-

6,806

Imperial College Hospitals Charity:

h

-

36

69

60

-

27

Special purpose funds

f

1,347

361

(52)

(742)

-

1,017

Fund adviser funds

g

959

86

81

(5)

-

959

14,743

5,157

6,609

(846)

-

12,445

18,036

1,538

4,195

10,358

7,758

33,495

32,779

6,695

10,804

9,511

7,758

45,940

79,502

7,125

10,871

-

15,364

91,120

Total designated funds
Undesignated funds
Imperial College Healthcare charity

i

Total unrestricted funds
Total funds
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Comparative figures for funds analysis

1 April 2019

Income

Expenditure

Transfers

(Losses)
/ gains

31 March
2020

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

£’000’s

Endowed funds
Permanent endowment funds:
The Dresden Fund

86

-

2

-

(5)

79

274

-

6

-

(17)

251

66

-

1

-

(4)

61

426

-

10

-

(26)

391

Imperial College Hospitals Charity

49,943

-

847

(1,760)

(2,226)

45,109

Total endowed funds

50,369

-

857

(1,760)

(2,252)

45,500

276

347

126

15

(1)

512

70

7

38

-

(3)

37

2,224

609

2,265

-

(36)

533

124

59

61

-

-

121

18

1

-

-

-

19

2,713

1,024

2,489

15

(40)

1,222

Imperial College Hospitals Charity
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust Nurses fund

Expendable endowment fund:

Data sources
pp 6-7: analysis using published data from NHS England and Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
pp 26-27: Big Charity Survey 2021, Imperial Health Charity (1,008 staff responses, 9% of total sample)
p 28: Volunteer annual survey 2021, Imperial Health Charity (256 volunteer responses, 30% of total
sample)
p 29: Art therapy survey 2020, Imperial Health Charity (30 staff responses)
p 30: analysis using English indices of deprivation 2019 data
pp 32-33: Big Charity Survey 2021, Imperial Health Charity (1,008 staff responses, 9% of total sample)
p 32: Innovate at Imperial grantee surveys 2020 and 2021, Imperial Health Charity(18 successful
grantee responses, 86% of total sample)
p 33: Volunteer annual survey 2020, Imperial Health Charity (201 volunteer responses, 30% of total
sample)
P 35: Big Charity Survey 2021, Imperial Health Charity (1,008 staff responses, 9% of total sample)
P 37: Poet in Residence surveys, Imperial Health Charity (94 staff responses, 29% of total sample)

Restricted funds
Imperial College Hospitals Charity
The Dresden Fund
Imperial College Hospitals Charity:
Special purpose funds
Fund adviser funds
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust Nurses fund
Total restricted funds
Unrestricted funds

All images used in this report were produced in accordance with national Covid-19 guidance at the time that photography
took place.

Designated funds
Imperial College Healthcare Charity:
Special purpose funds

2,341

488

1,242

4,268

(97)

5,759

Fund adviser funds

6,916

1,771

1,792

34

(250)

6,679

1,351

420

215

-

(209)

1,347

961

203

176

(21)

(8)

959

11,569

2,882

3,425

4,282

(563)

14,743

Imperial College Healthcare charity

21,957

2,386

2,622

(2,536)

(1,148)

18,036

Total unrestricted funds

33,525

5,268

6,048

1,745

(1,711)

32,779

86,607

6,292

9,394

-

(4,003)

79,502

Imperial College Hospitals Charity:
Special purpose funds
Fund adviser funds
Total designated funds
Undesignated funds

Total funds

Imperial Health Charity
178–180 Edgware Road
London W2 2DS
www.imperialcharity.org.uk
@ImperialCharity
/charityimperial
@ImperialCharity
Imperial Health Charity is a registered charity, no. 1166084
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